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A. PURPOSE OF STUDY
The purpose of this study is to discover the various
techniques used by teachers in two nursery schools to develop
social from anti-social behavior; and to evaluate the relative
effectiveness of the various techniques which these teachers
employ.
One of the important functions of the present day nursery
school is to provide a setting in which young children can
learn to make satisfactory social adjustments to others of
their own age. The nursery school teacher plays a role of
primary importance in the socialization process of these young
children, since her reactions to the various behavior situa-
tions will give the cue on which the children base subsequent
social behavior patterns. This is especially true when the
teacher observes a case of anti-social or aggressive behavior,
for then she usually further complicates the situation by
introducing adult authority. However varied her response to
the anti-social situation may be, her goal - the socialization
of the young child - never varies. The first objective of
this study, then, is to discover tl^a® 'techniques used by the
the teachers of two nursery schools to transform anti-social
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behavior into social behavior.
The techniques used by teachers in attempting to meet the
aggressive behavior in pre-school children will, to a large
degree, influence the outcome of the situation. Some teacher
techniques may resolve the anti-social behavior into social
behavior; other techniques momentarily may delay the course of
anti- social behavior but do not in the end change its course.
The second objective of this study is to evaluate the relative
effectiveness of the various teacher techniques.
B. DEFINITIONS
Anti- social behavior . For the purpose of this study, anti-
social behavior includes any physical or verbal activity on the
part of a child which is prejudicial to the welfare of the
group.
Drive . Drive is defined as the underlying cause which
motivates the anti- social behavior in the child.
Teacher approaches .
a. An obstructing approach on the part of the teacher com-
pletely blocks and frustrates the satisfaction of the child*
s
drive which first motivated the anti-social behavior.
b. A recanalizing approach on the part of the teacher re-
directs the child’s original drive into related but socially
acceptable channels.
c. An appeasing approach on the part of the teacher permits
or encourages the continuation of the child’s drive in whatever
channel the child elects without interference from the teacher.
f- —
-
.'loJt'/firi&d Xulooe o>n.t 'rolvrri.oo
©£fj rfyeaj oi srxJCv1qfne:f:ti: ni enerfoeevt beaw ecsuptmiot'^ t?>ffT
egn^I B .irtv. fi.&'ibX ’Tfo Xoocfee-t^iq rfX toX'/mfed evX;>r,'>Tc»^ir.
*ifi>rio£e^f ©mo8 .ntiue:;^l2 edi *io ©iJtdoXiio ©dX ©onei/X'irU
I«iooe oSnX 'ToivRxfecf liBiooa -IXnjn ©dcf &vXoee'i e^t’r>.Lrirlo&d'
*io ©B'txfoo ©rfi y;£iXef' ' -Tfifl! '^ri'i£;+nfciiToin eeL'pXodoeX 'i&dXo noXvBdPd
.eB'TX/co e.*^i e^^nsdo fcne n.l rfort ob Xircf ‘^lolvprfed Xnioce-iXnje
- ictaft clri:^ Jc ©eoq*iuq ©rixl 'xo'3 .*rolvprfftd f pJ: oce»l;XnA
edi no '^d'lvlXoc reofi&v 'xo fBOie^dq vnfi cobjxiorti •!c- X v^erft X I jrIo
o
e
en'X *lo ©‘iB'irew filX oX XB.toxbJJ(,oiq ei rioifiw bXXrfo a lo X'x^q
.qirc'ir^
-aioo *ivdoBe;i ©dX X'ueq odX ao rioB o^xqqje ;^vqXXoynX r.dc nA .n
I
' Y-^^TfilDOE Xii'd bdX«X©'J oXrrl; ©^X'lb Lsni^tno e*f>Xi:do sdX «.+09'iXb
‘loveX.criw nl ©vl’xb B’bllrio ©xW 'lo noiXnx^'xiXXxioo orfX E03BT:i/oorfe lo t
©vXXBife'i ©xfX eXoifXx-'vo oX sX "^bjjXs ©irlX lo »v.fXoe|,(Jo bnooou o.ciT
. RpjupXfLrioeX leiioeeX enolicv OifX lo esGn&vlXosllo
aiioiTimaa .a
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e'bIXdo exXX lo noXXoBlElXc© erfX r.eXolXEXx'il briB e>fooXd ^Xf-.-toIq
jj
.'icivnrfeo' rr.Xooe-iXxra ©rfX b8XBVX;^0i^ Xe'iXl iio.triw t-vi'ib
^
~©T ‘•.terioxfsX 8dX lo X"isq exlX no doBo icigg A .d
. RlenxiBiXr) eXdFXqeooxj
C. JUSTIFICATION OP STUDY
The nursery school provides the young child with opportu-
nities for social growth which are different from those which
the home can offer. If the nursery school teacher is to help
children to become socialized and at the same time still main-
tain their individuality, she must know how to deal with what-
ever anti-social behavior she observes in her group. She will
need to know the origin and kinds of aggressive behavior which
she is likely to meet, some techniques for combatting such
behavior and those techniques which are the more effective onesj
Numerous research studies have been completed on the socializa-
tion of the young child, and many of them emphasize anti- social
or aggressive behavior. The present study was undertaken in
the hope of adding to the existing material in this field.
D. LIMITATIONS OP STUDY
An inexperienced observer collected the research data for
this study with an original check list. No attempt was made to
discover her reliability as an observer. At the time the
observations for this study were made, the observer had been
practice teaching in two nursery schools for a total of only
seven months.
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SURVEY OP LITERATURE ON SOCIALIZATION OP THE YOUNG CHILD
A. INTRODUCTION
The study of the young child has been developing into one
of the most important areas of psychology because research
workers have come to recognize how dependent each adult is on
his own childhood. In a society such as ours, it is important
that people know how to live harmoniously with one another.
Thus any student of child psychology is led eventually to the
study of the socialization of the young child, for it is in
these early years that the Individual’s basic social behavior
patterns are established. In the area of social development
(which might be defined as ”a gradual accretion of habits and
attitudes involving other persons and formed in relation to
them”—^), those factors which influence the child in his early
life are particularly significant for more adequate adjustments
to later life. Much is already known about the sequence of
social development, but there is need for more knowledge con-
cerning factors which make for good social adjustment and those
which make for maladjustment. With the rapid growth of child
research centers and nursery schools, it is becoming easier to
ly National Society for the Study of Education, Twenty- e ighth
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find, for the study of these factors, groups of young children
usually of similar ages and backgrounds in a somewhat controlled
environment where interaction, both free and planned, takes
place between the individual children and between children and
adults. As each research worker uses the findings of his pre-
decessors in the field to build on, so the knowledge in the
field will grow.
Koshuk recognizes three general trends in the research on
socialization. •• There are the writers who ignore or minimize
the social influence in the total development of the young
child, those who recognize but deplore social influences and,
finally, those who recognize and account for social influences.
The first group of '’child study pioneers either wholly ignored
or discounted the influence of environment, both physical and
social, proceeding on the assumption that native endowment and
maturation determine development, and that the behavior of any
presumably normal child or group of children may be considered
typical of children in general at the same chronological
age.”—^ Other research workers in child psychology who are
close to ignoring the pov/er of social influence, are those ”who
feel that social codes and customs can only restrict the child,
hampering the unfolding of character traits and growth patterns
!_/ Koshuk, Ruth P. Social Influences Affecting the Behavior
of Young Children, National Research Coiincil, Washington, D.C.,
p. T.
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5assiimed to be inborn, ”2./ The remaining group of authors
^recognizes social factors as data and emphasizes the need for
2/
systematic investigations in this area.”— Koshuk believes
that recent studies are tending to turn away from ’’exclusive
concern with such background factors as age, sex, race or
nationality.... toward recognition of the fact that behavior
always occurs in a socio-cultural setting, toward detailed ana-
lysis and classification of such settings in relation to
observed behavior, toward experiments in modification of social
behavior, toward increasingly reliable techniques. ”1/
B. OBSERVATION TECHNIQUE IN RESEARCH
The most important source of material on child behavior
is, of course, a study of children themselves. There are
several well-known and often used methods for studying aspects
of the socialization process in young children; namely, the
case method, psychometric testing, rating scales, questionnaires^
experimentation with control groups and observation. Each of
these methods has its advantages for bringing to light facts
in various distinct areas. Since the research data on which
this thesis is based were collected by observations, the latter
technique will be described more fully.
1/ Ibid., p. 5 .
2/ Ibid., p. 6.
y Ibid., p. I4.9
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Selection of problem . ~~ Perhaps the most effective method
of observation, is the systematic or directed observation, |
1
where the children's responses to a particular situation are
j
noted according to a pre-arranged schedule. Bott believes
there is greater objectivity in the direct observation method
j
than in other methods such as the rating scale, and suggests
that the "element of Individual judgment is reduced to the
|
minimum where the task is to describe a given happening at a
definite time and place."—/ Research workers recognize that the
first step in setting up an observational study is the selec-
tion and delimitation of the problem to be investigated. "The
possibilities of variations (in the situations) are so great
that unless some method of limiting and defining the facts to
be observed can be devised, the drawing of general conclusions
becomes extremely hazardous. So systematic rather than inci-
dental observations"—' must be planned ahead of time. Loomis
notes that one of the pitfalls in the observation technique,
is the "attempt to study all factors at once in a complex
situation."^/ Thus the facts to be recorded must be "determined
and defined .... The chief application of the collected data
!_/ Bott, Helen McM. Me thod in Social Studies of Young Children|
University of Toronto Studies, Child Development Series, No. 1.1
University of Toronto Press, 1955 # P« 9 *
^ Goodenough, Florence L. & John E. Anderson. Experimental
Child Study . The Century Co., 1951# P»
Cited by Koshuk, op. cit., p. 12
I4 *
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5can be only toward the solution of problems formulated in
advance
.
Sources of data «~» When the problem to be investigated
has been determined, all possible sources of information should
be noted. Bott writes that emphasis must be on "discovering
what units of behavior have representative and predictive sig-
nificance in relation to the whole of the child *s behavior,"—/
so that these may be chosen for study.
In a good social experiment, the situation created should
be "natural" for the individuals Involved. Therefore, as
Goodenough and Anderson write, it might be much better to carry
out investigations of young children right in the nursery
school rather than in a laboratory where children will be less
3/
at ease.'^ They further suggest that "some forms of behavior
cannot be satisfactorily Induced in the laboratory, or the
induction of it would lead to undesirable consequences for the
subject or lay the investigator open to serious adverse criti-
cism - especially when children are the subjects."^/ The
observation method assumes, according to Arrington, that
"records taken during free play in nursery school, at frequent
\/ Goodenough and Anderson, op. cit., p. 1+29*
2/ Bott, op. cit., p. 77*
Goodenough and Anderson, op. cit., p. i|29»
y Ibid., p. 458 .
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6intervals over a period of several months, would differentiate
1 /individuals significantly. Parten and Newhall observed only
2 /during free play periods.—' In one study by Goodenough, ob-
servations of children in group activities as well as in free
play are Included. However, she recognizes the variations thus
introduced into her records and says it is probably wise **to
limit observations to those periods which call forth a maximum
display of the quality under investigation. «»!/
Sub.jects .— The investigation is carefully planned ahead
of time. Since large numbers of preschool children are not
readily obtainable, the finding of an adequate number of sub-
jects often presents a real problem. Yet an adequate number
of children must be studied because of the danger in making
generalizations from data obtained from small groups. Many
research studies on socialization have been done on about fifty
k/
subjects. Parten and Newhall ^ found forty- two subjects for
their study carried out in the nursery school at the Institute
\/ Arrington, Ruth E. Interrelations in the Behavior of Young
Children . Child Development Monographs, No. b. Teachers
College, 1952 j P« k*
2/ Parten, Mildred & S.M. Newhall. "Social Behavior of Pre-
School Children." In Barker, Kounin & Wright, editors. Child
Behavior and Development . McGraw-Hill Book Co., 19k5 >
pp. 509-529.
Bott, op. cit., p. 11 .
Parten and Newhall, loc. cit.
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7of Child Welfare, University of Minnesota; Mummery worked
v;ith the same number of children in the preschool laboratory
at the University of Iowa. Muste and Sharpe —^ observed 50
children. Hagraan,i/ at the lowra Child Welfare Research Stationl
studied two groups with 15 children in one and 2I4. in the other;
Beaver k/ reports studying, at Teachers College, ^2 children
also divided into two groups.
There are also studies of the socialization process based
on much larger groups of children. Bridges,'^/ at the McGill
University Nursery School, based her conclusions on the study
of 50 children each year for three years. Reynolds —^ at
Teachers College observed 229 children, and Hattwick 1/ observed
1/ Mummery, Dorothy V. ”An Analytical Study of Ascendant Be-
havior of Preschool Children.” Child Development
,
Vol. I8,
Nos. 1 & 2, 19l|.7* PP* i;.0-8l*
2/ Muste, Myra J. & Doris P. Sharpe. ”Some Influential Factors
in the Determination of Aggressive Behavior in Preschool Child-
ren.” Child Development
.
Vol. I8, Nos. 1 & 2, 19^7^ pp. 11-28.
Ragman, Elizabeth, P. The Companionships of Preschool
Children . University of Iowa Press, 1955*
1^/ Beaver, Alma Perry. The Initiation of Social Contacts by
Preschool Children . Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1952.
Bridges, Katharine M.B. The Social and Emotional Develop-
ment of the Preschool Child . London, 1951> Parts I, II, IV.
6/ Reynolds, Martha M. Negativism of Preschool Children .
Contributions to Education, No. 288, Teachers College, Columbia
University, I928.
2./ Hattwick, Berta W. ”The Influence of Nursery School Attend-
ance upon the Behavior and Personality of the Preschool Child.”
Journal of Experimental Education
.
Vol. 195^"^957> PP* 18O-
190.
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106 children in Chicago nursery schools both in the fall and
in the spring. Gesell has worked at Yale for more than
thirty years studying hundreds of children. At the other
extreme are two studies - one by Jersild and Fite — of
Teachers College with l8 subjects, and one by Williams and
Mattson 1/ who report a study made on only six children at the
Purdue University Nursery School.
Instrument .-- Before the research investigation can begin,
the means for collecting the data must be selected. It should
be a method '’which, when given a fair trial in a large number
of observations, would yield results that could be interpreted
with some degree of certainty. Only with such a technique
can one expect correlations with other measures to be meaning-
ful and verifiable. «k/ Parten and Newhall preface their study
with the remark that "representative results in group study
depend not only on an adequate sampling of subjects but also
upon adequate observations of those subjects
.
1/ Gesell, A., et al . The First Five Years of Life . Harper
and Brothers, 194-0*
2/ Jersild, Arthur T. & Mary Fite. The Influence of Nursery
School Kxperlence on Children’s Social Adjustments. Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1957*
Williams, Ruth M. & Marion L. Mattson. "The Effect of
Social Groupings upon the Language of Preschool Children."
Child Development , Vol. 15, No. Ij., 19^, PP*
\^/ Hagman, op. cit., p. 15*
Parten & Newhall, op. cit., p.
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If a check list or behavior schedule is to be used, the
’’items must be genuinely quantitative and independent of the
observer. The check list should be completely objective,
with the various categories well defined and samples given of
each type of behavior, so that several observers could use it
with the same results. Items should be derived from actual
observations of the children rather than from logic. While
developing a check list or behavior schedule, the observer
should remember that the ultimate objective of such a list is a
’’plan of categories applicable longitudinally over a sufficient
2 /i
age range to reveal significant stages in social development.”-^
In the modified diary technique , the observer ’’attempts to
follow one child at a time recording as much as possible of
what that child says and does, together with as much as can be
observed and recorded of the behavior of the children with whom
5/the child under direct observation comes into contact.”-^ In
such behavior sampling, a recording of various types of behavloij
is made when they appear regardless of the time interval.
Bernhardt quoted by Koshuk, calls this method a ’’study of
personality in action ,4/ ^/ith the use of this technique, then.
\/ Bott, op. cit., p. 15 •
2/ Ibid., p. 22.
Jersild & Fite, op. cit., p. vii.
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one observes "more inclusive selections of behavior during
longer time intervals, but with recording devices through which
can be determined the validity of the material and the reliabi-
lity of the observers .... The method has its advantage in the
wealth of descriptive material and in not controlling the child
in the laboratory s ituation. Koshuk reports a grov/ing con-
fidence in such modified diary records and in their subsequent
2 /
analysis.—' Another method often used for collecting data in
social behavior studies is that of repeated short samples v^hich
assumes that short distributed samples of behavior are as good
as the prolonged observations of the traditional diary method.
The advantages which this technique offers are ’’less time
necessary for more progress and less chance of losing the data,
as the observer can complete her record after the brief obser-
vational period ends. "i/ V/hatever the method of collecting
the data, an outline of some kind indicating the specific
behavior to be noted must be prepared before any of the researd]
observations are begun. It is, hov/ever, quite usual for trial
observations to be made. Murphy, for Instance, carried out
10
\/ Jersild & Fite, op. cit., pp. Vi-vii.
2/ Koshuk, loc. cit.
Parten & Newhall, op. cit., p. ^ 11 *
Ij./ Murphy, Lois B. "Social Behavior and Child Personality."
In Barker, Kounin & Wright, editors. Child Behavior and
Development . McGrav/-Hlll Book Co., 19^3"» PP*
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preliminary observations for four months before gathering
research data in order to Virorh out her techniques for collect
ing material and her plan for the main body of the study.
Observation technique .-- As for procedures during actual
collection of data, Goodenough and Anderson say, ’’the manner of
keeping records must be uniform, .... terminology and facts to
be observed and noted each time they occur should all be set
out on a definite form. Beaver, in her study of social con-
tacts, for instance, takes records of each child using a mimeo-
graphed form which lists four ways of initiating contacts and
three general responses. The two recorders merely check the
2/
appropriate items, using a simple code.— Parten and Newhall
also had a mimeographed form on v;hlch the observers recorded.
The children in this study were observed in a predetermined or-
der which was varied systematically every day, in order to
prevent biassing the observations to favor those children whose
behavior was most spectacular. Moreover, each child was ob-
served an equal number of times during each five-minute inter-
val of the observation period. Arrington k/ had two observers
recording simultaneously tv/o different but v/ell-defined aspects
\/ Goodenou^ & Anderson, op. cit., p.
2/ Beaver, op. cit., pp. 6 - 8 .
Parten & Newhall, op. cit.
l^/ Arrington, op. cit., p. 98*
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of social behavior. Ragman, studying companionships of young
children, gives a very specific description of what behavior
was to be recorded. "The action of the child at the moment
|
when first observed is taken as the point of reference, and
ten seconds’ observation allowed, if necessary, for the ob-
server to judge whether the first activity was one of compan-
ionship or not, and, if so, to whom the reaction was made.
Only v/hen there was an overt sign that children were playing
together (v/ere recordings made). Spatial relationships were
not enough."—/ Appel, too, gives definite instructions about
observing aggression in young children for her study. She
wrote, "Make a record of aggressive behavior, even if the
recipient shows no reactions ... .V^en you observe an act, take
notes on it until it is finished. Then observe until another
such act happens. If an episode begins while another is being i
observed, ignore it."—/
Hubbard -^/ says that since preschool children usually play
in groups with no more than three or four children, no record-
ings of social behavior should be made as part of the research
data unless at least four subjects are present. Usually, of
course, there would be several more children included for any
3./ Ragman, op. cit., p. 15*
2/ Appel, M.H. "Aggressive Behavior of Nursery School Children
and Adult Procedures in Dealing with Them." Journal of Experi-
mental Education
,
Vol. 11, 19^» P»
Cited by Beaver, op. cit., p. 1 ^.
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observations.
Research workers vary in the number of records they make
and in the length of each record. According to Goodenough and
Anderson, the ’^number of records taken must be enough for
reliable data, .... the time factor must be controlled and
recorded. ”2./ Arrington feels that a sufficient number of five-
minute records would furnish a representative sample of each
child’s behavior in the area she was investigating. 2/ She
concludes that 2l| five-minute records (two hours) was the
minimum time for an adequate sampling, but that a longer period!
of observation was necessary for certan types of activity, such
as physical contacts, laughing and crying.1/ Mummery also
took five-minute records but observed each child only five
times. Parten and Newhall 1/ observed each child for one
6 /
minute daily for eigh't months. Williams and Mattson —' took
ten-minute language records, having eight such records per
child. Hagman 1/ observed her two groups for eleven weeks;
l/ Goodenough & Anderson, op. cit., p. i|29»
2/ Arrington, op. cit., p. ij..
1/ Ibid., pp. 152-155-
I^/ Mummery, op. cit.
Parten & Newhall, op. cit.
6/ V/illiams & Mattson, op. cit.
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Bridges — observed for three years. Beaver’s *” observations
averaged two hours and thirty- five minutes per child; Murphy
observed a total of lf.^2 hours in her tv;o groups. Thus there
is general agreement that ’’adequate sampling approximates true
behavior, nl/ but so far there is no agreement as to what con-
stitutes ’’adequate sampling.”
Consistency of technique .-- In an observational study,
the observer affects the reliability of the data as much as
the type of instrument does. In fact, Loomis goes so far as
to say that the ’’instrument is the observer in his use of the
technique of observation. Some studies are based on the
observations of one individual, but many more studies are made
with more than one observer. All writers insist that the
observer, or observers, be completely objective and controlled
in gathering research data. Usually neither the teacher nor
children are controlled. However, the observer is controlled
”by recording only one aspect of behavior at a time, and then
by using a schedule for her observations. ”1/
1/ Bridges, op. cit
.
^ Beaver, op. cit.
Arrington, op. cit., p. 1]..
Ij./ Cited by Beaver, op. cit., p. I8 .
1/ Caille, Ruth K. Resistant Behavior of Preschool Children .
Child Development Monographs, No. 11
,
Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1953 > P* 15*
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Thomas and her students —' have shown that it is possible
for an observer of children in social situations to be reliable
%
if the categories of behavior under observation are carefully
defined and if the methods of timing and recording are precise.
Arrington concurs, saying that the margin of observational
error can be reduced by "repeated redefinitions of categories
and by elimination of sources of bias." She found observa-
tions more reliable when the observer’s attention was directed
toward the activities of a single individual rather than v/hen
the observed child was not the sole focus of attent ion.-^'^
Bott shows some causes of unreliability in the human observer
to be "inadequate definition of categories, the nature of the
child’s activities, the perspective of the observer and the
bias of the observer. 4/ Arrington adds to this list of fac-
tors "the number of behavior units to be recorded simultaneous-
ly and the type of individual"y who records .
As the observations progress, some check must be made on
the consistency of data. Bott suggests that the consistency
\/ Thomas, Dorothy S., et al . Some New Techniques for Study-
ing Social Behavior . Child Development Monograph, No. 1,
Teachers College, 1929* •
2/ Arrington, op. cit., p. 152.
Ibid., p. 155.
\^/ Bott, op. cit., p. 68.
Arrington, op. cit., p. 152.
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fof data obtained by only one observer can be measured by cor-
relating direct with indirect observations, and by correlating
odd and even samples.”"^ Other writers use more than one
observer and so compare their results. Arrington, measuring
the reliability of her tv;o observers, says ’'a percentage agree-
ment, based on the number of five- second intervals in which
the observers recorded alike, is a more exact measure of re-
liability than correlations of the total time or frequency of
activities per five-minute period as recorded by tv/o observers.
The correlation method measures gross total agreement rather
than identity of interpretation in specific instances, and does
not detect constant errors or Beaver 1/ reports using
tv/o recorders who work simultaneously but independently.
U/
Parten and Newhall ^ had three observers, also working simul-
taneously and Independently, and these three sets of records
v;ere compared for variations.
According to Goodenough and Anderson, reliability can be
determined by statistical analysis. ”lf the groups are equate^
then inequalities can be fixed by adding to the number of sub-
jects or to the number of observations. Loomis says that
1/ Bott, op. cit., p. 71.
2/ Arrington, loc. cit.
Beaver, op. cit.
Ij./ Parten & Newhall, op. cit.
Goodenough k Anderson, op. cit., p. 14-55
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the degree in "consistency of results is dependent on the
nature of the instrument, the skill of the observer, and
fluctuations of the individuals observed .... A perfect instru-
ment of measure used without error on unchanging materials
would give perfectly consistent results.’—'^
Interpretation of results .-- In a research study, "the
selectivity of results is very important. Instead of attempt-
ing every possible form of analysis, it is better to fix on
two or three main ways of treating the data which are clearly
related to questions which the research worker has asked in
the beginning. At the present stage of Investigation, clear-
cut conclusions are more important than a great variety of
detail.... The Interpretation of data is very important.
Statistical analysis is only a tool. IjOss tables and more
sharp and rigorous conclusions are needed'.’—'^
In the interpretation of data, validity can be taken for
granted, say Goodenough and Anderson, as long as observations
are made directly and recorded in terms of the facts actually
observed, and as long as the interpretation is based on these
facts only. Then the accuracy of the findings becomes purely
5/
a question of their reliability.-^
_i/ Cited by Beaver, op. cit., p. 18.
2/ Bott, op. cit., p. 9^.
Goodenough and Anderson, op. cit., p.
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Limitations of the method.-- With all the careful atten-
tion directed toward reliability of the observer, consistency
of data and validity of results, yet all research experiments
in similar areas do not agree. Perhaps such discrepancies may
be accounted for by differences in definition and interpreta-
tion of terms, by differences in the situations in which the
records were made or by individual differences in characteris-
tics of the children studied. Gaille suggests some disagree-
ment in results may be due to different procedures and to the
subjects who have different backgrounds and age range
differences.—'^ Koshuk mentions the danger of using "quantita-
tive methods on materials with a large admixture of the sub-
jective .
/
Bott writes that "restriction v/ithln a narrov»^ age range
and in a standardized environment should be recognized as a
limitation which will have to be transcended if the full signi-
ficance of the genetic approach to social development and per-
sonality is to be realized. Hi/ Moreover, many phases of social
behavior cannot be studied in a laboratory where the young
child is uneasy and where it is impossible to evoke real social
situations at will.^'^ This mi^t indicate that research
\/ Callle, op. cit., pp. IO3-IOI4..
2/ Koshuk, op. cit., p. 12.
1/ Bott, op. cit., p. 8.
1^/ Goodenough and Anderson, op. cit., p. Ij-38.

observations should be carried on only in the nursery school,
but there conditions cannot be experimentally controlled and
modified. Perhaps another limitation in the method is that all
children cannot be observed at once, even if there is more than
one observer. This means that some pertinent behavior is never
recorded; the loss of these data may affect the total results.
Research workers in general, however, seem to agree with
Goodenough and Anderson as they write, ’’With a further use of
observation method, many improvements in techniques (to reduce
the method to a more exact and quantitative level) will be
worked out.... The fact that observational techniques can be
adapted to the solution of so many different problems, for many
of which no other direct method of study is at present avail-
able, makes the method well v/orth careful study.”—
^
C. RESEARCH STUDIES ON SOCIALIZATION
Social development before tv/o years .-- Even as each indi-
vidual’s growth in size and motor ability follov/s a continuous
and more or less regular pattern from fetus through infant to
preschool child, so does each individual develop more or less
regularly in the social area. The infant learns to hold up his
head and to creep; he also learns to smile and otherwise to
react to the presence of people. He learns to walk, and he
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faster in one area than in another area; others seem to grow
in all areas more rapidly or more slovi/ly than the majority of
individuals. In spite of these differences in growth rates,
it is still possible to describe a ’’composite** individual in
any or all areas at any stage of development, as long as the
reader remembers that there probably never was such an indivi-
dual, that there will be great individual differences from one
person to the next. Bearing in mind these facts, the writer
is going to present, by a brief review of the literature on
the socialization of the young child, a picture of the social
states through which preschool children pass.
An infant of six to eight months recognizes another
Infant as a plaything rather than as a person. He does not
react to another child in his play pen any differently from
the way he reacts to the materials In the pen; he does not
notice the addresses of another infant.—^ A game for him is
the ’’unspecified manipulation of some object. *’2/ By the time
the infant is thirteen months old, some social uses of materi-
als occur and the partner in a play pen has the Infant’s
attention for the first time, but only after a response has
1./ Maudry, Maria and Maria Nekula. ’’Social Relations between
Children of the Same Age during the First Two Years of Life.”
Journal of Genetic Psychology . Vol. 5^, 1959> PP* 215-215*
2/ Ibid, p. 2li^..
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been made to play materials there. The partner Is mainly an
obstacle to these materials, however. During the period from
fourteen months to eighteen months, interest of the infant
shifts from materials to the partner in the play pen.—'^ For
the child of twenty- five months, the partner has become a
playmate; both children ’’modify their behavior in adjustment
to the partner’s activity; .... the material is not a hindrance
but the means for establishing social relations.... The child
realizes the opportunity for social contacts and makes the
most of it."—
Social development at the two-year level .-- The two-year
old can no longer be called "infant"; he has become an infant-
child who is developing from a pre-social to a social creature.
Muste and Sharpe, observing 3^ children from two years and ten
months to five years and four months old in two nursery schools
found that the two-year child has brief social contacts with
other children.-^ Arrington reports similar results from her
study of ij.1 children in a nursery school, 20 of whom were two
year olds. She writes that "social activity (verbal or physi-
cal contacts Initiated with children or adults) was infrequent





2/ Ibid., p. 2li+..
Muste and Sharpe, op. clt., p. 16.
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Intervals in which activities were observed.’—/ Bridges
reports from her work with ^0 children for each of three years
that the child of this age usually works and plays by himself,
with little reference to others "except to claim their toys or
otherwise interfere with them."—/ Gesell over the years has
found that the two-year old child contacts his playmates
physically, but that such social contacts are few and brief.1/
At this level, verbal contacts predominated over physical con-
tacts, according to Arrington. Mallay found that the two-
year old has learned the techniques for establishing group
contacts,-^/ and, according to Bridges, he has also learned hov/
6/to turn away from another child who tries to make friends.—'
\7hen Bilihler placed groups of two-year children together,
67 ,^ of the children made contacts with one other child,
made contacts with two children at the same time and 8% of the
children observed made no contacts. On the basis of her long
observations, Bilhler concludes that the earliest groups of




2/ Bridges, op. cit., p. 82.
Gesell, op. cit., p. 59*
Ij./ Arrington, op. cit., p. 1 ^ 1 *..
Mallay, Helena. "Study of Some Techniques Underlying the
|
Establishment of Successful Contacts at the Pre-school Level."
1
Journal of Genetic Psychology
.
Vol. J4.7 , December 1935^ P* ^5^* !
6/ Bridges, op. cit., p. 82.
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children are composed of only two individuals and that this
grouping is preferred by children up to three years of age.-i'^
She describes these groups of two children as having "no per-
manence, no stability and no definite organization.'* —^ She
further notes that from the second year on, children react
against being excluded from a definite group.1/ Hagman made
an eleven weeks’ study of the choice of companions of preschool
children with fifteen two-year olds and twenty- four four-year
olds. Her results showed that tv/o-year children seemed to
select others similar to themselves in mental age and intelli-
gence, and dissimilar in extroversion. The children indicated
no preference for like or unlike sex as companions, and chrono-
logical age, hei^t and v^reight were also unrelated to their
choices .k/ Biihler lists several factors which make preschool
children initiate social contacts and group formations: help-
lessness and need, desire for companionship in play, common
interest in some material or toy, wish for information ,
or discussion.-^^
23
VBiihler, Charlotte . '’The Social Behavior of Children.” In
Carl Murchison, editor. A Handbook of Child Psychology . Clark
University Press, Worcest^r^ 1933 > P* 37 ^»
2/lbid., p. 591.
_^/lbid., p. 580.
i^/Hagman, op. cit., p. 65.
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.boon bfia G 2 )nEa©X .,
fProm observations of Ij.2 nursery school children, Parten
and Newhall developed a sequence of degrees of social partici-
pation which included: (a) unoccupied behavior, where the
child is not playing with anything and is interested only
i
momentarily in any of the various activities; (b) solitary i
play, where the child, playing alone with toys that are differ-
ent from those of the nearest children, is completely absorbed
in his ov/n activity and makes no effort to join the group;
(c) onlooker behavior, where the child observes the group play-
ing and shows some social interest, but does not overtly enter
into the play; (d) parallel play, where children playing close
together are engaged in the same activity, using the same
types of toys, but each is playing independently beside a child
rather than with a child; (e ) associative play, where children
in an unorganized group recognize their common activity and ,
interests, borrowing and loaning materials, but where no one
j
puts the interests of the group first; and, finally, (f) co-
operative or organized play, where one child dominates as the
i
leader of the group and where there are elements of division
of labor.— These two workers found that the two-year child
engages most often in parallel play, often in solitary play, i
I
occasionally in onlooker or associative play and only rarely
2/
in unoccupied behavior and cooperative play.—
1/ Parten and Newhall, op. cit., pp.
2/ Ibid., p. 517.
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Gesell agrees that the two-year old limits himself to
solitary or parallel play;—/ he writes that parallel play pre-
dominates when two-year old children are with other children,
although they obviously enjoy their companions. The child of
tv;o has little Interest in what others do and say; even w'hen
he plays with them, he defers chiefly to himself. There is
little social give-and-take, but much physical snatch- and- grab
2 /
accompanied by defending ri^ts and pulling hair.—' Muste and
Sharpe say the child of this age spends much time in parallel
play and Mallay also agrees, suggesting that it is through
parallel activity that the two-year child is able to make a
social contact
V/hen the tv/o-year old was engaged in free or undirected
play activity, Arrington observed that approximately three-
quarters of the time he was concerned with ’’explorative mani-
pulation of material objects”; one-eighth of the time he was
concerned with physical activity not involving contacts with
play materials; and one-eighth of the time he v/as concerned
with non-overt activity, inactive daydreaming and active watch-
ing of people or things. For the tv/o-year olds, ’’the propor-
\/ Gesell, op. cit., p. 39*
2/ Ibid., pp. 39, 251-252.
Muste and Sharpe, op. cit., p. 16.
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tion of time spent in active use of materials and in physical
activity tended to increase with increase in chronological age,
whereas the am^ount of time spent in inactive observations
tended to decrease v;ith increase in chronological age . ”2;/
However, a very small proportion of the time the children were
2/
studied was spent in social and self activities.—' Appel also
5/found that the twos were more interested in things per se
Gesell notes that some children react to their companions as if
"they were physical objects, hugging them or pushing them out
of the way. .. 4/
^^en the two-year child begins school, states Bridges, he
is frequently passive and dependent, expecting to have toys
returned when he calls for them or else passively letting them
go. However, he soon learns to keep these toys by hanging on
5/to them and kicking or pushing the other child away.-^' A two-
year child regards play materials as his ovm property, guarding
or even hiding them in a corner. Bi!thler quotes Klein as saying
that only of the children he was observing played when
other children were there, because most of them were too busy
i/ Arrington, op. cit., p. 155 *
2/ Ibid., pp. lOii-105.
Appel, op. cit., p. 188.
Gesell, op. cit., pp. 25I-252.
Bridges, op. cit., p. 85.
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watching their materials.—^
Although the child of this age is mostly interested in
play materials, he occasionally engages in dramatic play on an
imitative level. Gesell characterizes this play as penetrating
into the cultural environment. "The child especially drama-
tizes the mother- baby relationship through dolls and otherwise.
In a dim way he is beginning to understand this relationship,
which means he is becoming somewhat detached from his mother.
Only by decreasing this detachment can he achieve an adequate
sense of self. So his ego strengthens as his social percep-
tions increase."^/ Children of two made very few remarks in
Bridges’ study, and those made usually took the form of pro-
tests, wishes or descriptions to accompany act ions. Accord-
ing to Arrington, "non-social vocalization", that is solilo-
quizing and experimenting with sound, comprises approximately
k/two-thirds of the two-year old’s vocal activity. Gesell is
in agreement, suggesting that spoken language appears first as
a relatively Independent activity engaged in as play for its
ov/n sake, as an accompaniment to other types of behavior, or as
5/
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He points out, further, that the two-year old is ’’beginning to
use the word ’mine ’ and to show unmistakable proprietary inter-
est in things and persons .... His use of differential pronouns
is rudimentary, but that he should use them at all indicates
that in time he will make clear cut distinctions between himself
and others.”—/
If one characteristic more than any other impresses one
who visits various schools for young children, writes Murphy,
it is ’’the amount of overlapping from one institution to the
next and the striking prevalence of aggressive.... patterns in
all groups of play.”—/ Observations by Bfihler show that with
nearly every child between two and three years, some Incidents
happen which call forth in the child a strong emotional reaction
against his environment. He also reacts against negative com-
mands as much as 60^ of the time by the end of the second year.
Bdhler calls this the ’’period of obstinacy. t.i/ In an experi-
mental situation with a total of 229 nursery school children
from two to five and one-half years old, Reynolds also found
the peak of negativism to be at or before two years of age.
She notes that the general tendency was for the negativism to
decrease with increase in chronological age and mental age.^/
1/ Ibid. , pp. 58-59
•
2/ Murphy, op. cit., p. 551 *
Biihler, op. cit., pp.
l^./ Reynolds, op. cit., p. 98.
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She says that the ’’distinctions between refusals of the
different ages was one of frequency rather than one of differ-
ence in the reaction pattern. The two-year old was more likely
to refuse to cooperate in a situation and, when he did, he
showed the same type of behavior as the older child” of four.—
Appel made a study of aggressive behavior in nursery school
children from two to four years of age and her results do not
agree with those of Reynolds: she found of 195 different
aggressors, only Ij.6 were two-years old. She also writes that
of 650 aggressor units, which included one aggressor and one or
more victims, only I5I were made up of two-year olds. Forty-
two per cent of the aggression of the t¥/o-year old was provoked
by a desire for possession of property. The aggressive behavior
of the two-year old was more fleeting and less persistent than
2/
such behavior of the older children.—
A new child in the nursery school situation will often hit
other children and watch the effect. Bridges v/rites that this
’’behavior is not characteristic of a particular age so much as
it is an indication of the length of time the child has played
with a group of children.... This is an explorative method and
is more common in children under three years. -1/
The two-year child is still very much self-centered and
\/ Ibid., p. 95.
2/ Appel, op. cit., pp. 186-187; 189*
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may seem even more selfish than a younger child because he has
a more robust sense of himself, according to Gesell. He may
50
sometimes hide a toy to be sure to have it on a later occasion,
thus reflecting a growing sense of possession.—'^ Piaget, after
analyzing 15OO remarks of two children who were 6§ years old,
found that
^
8^ of the remarks were not addressed to anyone and
2/
were self-centered or egocentric according to his definition.—
Therefore, more than ^ 0^ of the speech of a two-year old child
would certainly be egocentric.
The two-year child tends to direct many of his social
1/
responses to’ward adults who are knovm to him and, when he
wants attention from adults, he clings to them or goes to be
petted. Gesell suggests that since the child does not like
to ask for help too often, the adult must watch and be ready
5/to offer assistance without being asked. Bridges writes that
a child under tv/o-and-a-half is generally dependent on adults
for all personal care, but waits passively for help or cries
for it. She remarks, though, that the child soon learns for
1/ Gesell, op. cit., pp. 58"59*
2/ Piaget, Jean. The Language and Thought of the Child .
Harcourt, Brace & Co.
,
1^26 .
Muste and Sharpe, op. cit., p. 16.
Bridges, op. cit., p. 87.
Gesell, op. cit., p. 2^2.
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himself.-^ Bridges and Gesell agree that the tv/o-year child
is shy with strangers; in the nursery school situation, he
gradually learns to respond to one member of the staff at a
2 /
t ime .“
Before concluding this portrait of the two-year child,
mention must be made of the fact that dawdling is a character-
istic of the age, probably indicating a normal Indifference to
social requirements. The child can show the beginnings of pity,
sympathy, modesty and shame; he will pout when scolded and smile
at praise. His laughter is contagious and he often attempts to
5/
amuse his playmates or elders with some abrupt gesture.-*^'
Social development at the three—year level .-- On the three-
year level, social contacts are twice as frequent as on the two-
year level. Moreover, for the three-year child the physical
type of contact plays a less important role than formerly; only
one-fifth of contacts are physical and four'fifths are verbal.^'^
5/
Cooperative activity nov/ takes the place of physical contacts.
Parten and Newhall also report growth in the social parti-
cipation behavior of the three-year old: most often he engages
in associative play, very often in parallel and cooperative
1/ Bridges, op. cit., p. 86.
2/ Ibid.; Gesell, op. cit., p. 59*
Gesell, op. cit., pp.
Jj./ Arrington, op. cit., pp. 155“^5^»
Gesell, op. cit., p. 2^2.
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play, occasionally in solitary play, rarely in onlooker behav-
ior, and he is never unoccupied.—'^ Gesell notes that, even
with the child’s growing interest in his contemporaries, he
still is sometimes found in solitary and parallel types of
play.-/
The size of the play group is increasing. The three -year
old prefers playing with at least one other child and often
plays in small groups of three and four children; however, such
1/groups constantly shift in makeup and activity.
In an experimental situation where different numbers of
three-and-a-half year children were placed until there were six
in the group, Williams and Mattson discovered that children of
this age were most sociable in the smaller groups and were
baffled by larger groups. More social speech occurred when two
children and one adult (in this case, the experimenter) were
present, although the words per sentence v/ere constant no
matter hov/ many children, up to the total of six, v/ere in the
group.k/ The combination of two children and one adult brought
about "more talking, more words per minute and more friendly
intercourse" than any other grouping. Thus Williams and
Mattson concluded that "small social groups are the most
\/ Parten and Nev/hall, op. cit., p. 517*
2/ Gesell, op. cit., p.
Bridges, op. cit., pp. 85-814.; Gesell, op. cit., p. 252.
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'1^
favorable for the social verbal language of three~and-one—half
year children.’—'^ They also note that as the group increased
2 Jfin number, speech became more socialized and less ego-centric.—^
Arrington too speaks of the increase in social vocaliza-
tion. She says that two -thirds of the total talking of the
3/three—year old is directed toward persons.-^ Gesell writes
that the child now can accept words as the medium of exchange.
His ability to use speech enables him to conform more readily
to cultural ways because he can ask, '*Is that right?" Viihen he
wishes to resist, he uses language instead of the more primi-
tive methods.^'^ A child over three does not need to kick or
hit a friend who makes off with a toy. Instead he can scold
the offender or call for his toy.1/ Thus the ability to use
language helps to socialize the behavior of the child.
Now that the three -year child spends his free time in
small play groups, dramatic and imaginative activities begin
to develop. He employs combinations of various play materials
to carry his play to a higher level, building block tracks or
garages for his trucks. In such play he is able to talk and to
use new words, and so "creates a matrix out of which he may
\/ Ibid., p. 2i4i|.




Ij./ Gesell, op. cit., pp. 14.5-14.6.
Bridges, op. cit., p. 85 .
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crystallize spoken words and verbalized thinking.’—^ During
this play, he is beginning to share his toys and to wait his
turn graciously; when play time is ended, he can put away
2/
equipment with’ some help.— Bridges’ evidence agrees with
Gesell’s on these latter points. She says that a child over
three—and-a-haIf will even share possessions brought from home,
and he claims another’s equipment only when he is over- anxious
5/for attention and companionship.*^
Research workers do not agree about the amount of aggres-
siveness in the three—year old child. Reynolds, as indicated
in the previous section, found negativism to be at the peak at
or before the second year and to wane consistently from that
age. She writes there is a "gradual decrease in negativistic
scores from the two-year group to the four-and-a—half year
group.... whether any one uniform prescribed thing is done or
not . .4/ Gesell concurs with this point of view, saying the
rebellions of the three-year old are less infantile and less
frequent than those of the tv/o—year old.
But Reynolds reports testimony contradicting her ov/n
3^-
T7 Gesell, op. cit., pp. I4.3, 252.
2/ Ibid., p. I4.5.
Bridges, op. cit., p. 8i|..
4/ Reynolds, op. cit., pp. 86 , 88 .
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findings. She quotes Woolley as writing, "Contrariness is
the thing to expect in children of three to four years old....
The period when negativism is apt to develop is probably from
two-and-a-half to three—and-a-ha If years."— And Bridges,
Appel and Caille also obtained evidence contrary to Reynolds’.
Bridges reports that at about three comes a "period of extreme
.self-assertion and even obstinacy. The child resists adult
assistance or influence, fails to do what asked and at times
shows marked disobedience."—'^ Appel states that one—half of
the aggressors in her study were three—year olds; that is, 88
out of 195 aggressors. And of the three age groups observed,
two, three and four years, the threes were involved in the
most aggressor units (one aggressor and one or more victims):
that is, 286 out of 650.-^/ Caille ’s study of resistance in
preschool children supports these findings. Her data showed
that the average resistance per record (for one child) was
highest between 5^ sind 38 months, that the average resistance
per record for three-year olds was almost twice as high as for
two-year olds. She also found that the average acquiescence
per record was highest at 32 to 3^ months, and that the
average acquiescence at two and three years was practically
\/ Reynolds, op. cit., p. 8.
2/ Bridges, op. cit., p. 86.
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As for the kinds of negativistlc behavior preschool child-
ren engage in, Reynolds says that it is all the same, that only
2/
the amount varies,” Murphy describes conflicts at the three-
year level as arising over property, including snatching toys
or arguing about property rights, rather than as arising over
an attack on a child *s person.1/ In the controlled situation
in which ITuste and Sharpe made their observations, three—year
children grabbed for materials more often than the older child-
ren did; they suggest this was because the younger children had
a stronger interest in manipulation of materials. These same
children grabbed more often from their contemporaries than from
children older or younger, undoubtedly because children of the
same ages are most interested in the same kinds of materials
Murphy found more competitive pressure among children in a
narrow age range group than was characteristic with a wider
age range; she notes, as did Muste and Sharpe, that children
5/
closer in age are more likely to want the same toys.^
The three—year old is shov/ing by actions a great deal of
the time his consciousness of other people who surround him.
JL/ Caille, op. cit., p. 61 .
2/ Reynolds, op. cit., p. 97*
Murphy, op. cit., p. 351*
4/ Muste and Sharpe, op. cit., p. 15*
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Ee is able to adapt to strangers a little more easily than he
could a year ago.— As his interest in others grov/s, he de-
sires approval and appreciation, and he attempts to assert
himself in ways which are acceptable to adults. He shows off
his achievements and begins offering help and sympathy; he
alternates resistance to adults with acts of thoughtful assist-
2/
ance, friendly conversation and cooperation in routine.—'
G-esell agrees that because of his desire to please and to con-
form, the three-*-year child becomes acquainted with the social
expectations of other people. He does say, though, that some
of the child’s cooperat ive- acts are still ’'desultory, wayward
and sketchy", and that some of his socialized reactions are
offset by "egotistic and se If- conservative ones. nl/
Social development at the four—year level .-- Even as the
two-year old in nursery school learns techniques for making
social contacts, so does the four—year old who is new to such
a situation. Mallay found her four-year children showed a
marked progress in the six months from the beginning of school
in their ability to establish successful contact Gesell
says the four—year child makes a greater number of social





2/ Bridges, op. cit., pp. 8i4.-87.
Gesell, op. cit., p.
Mallay, op. cit., p. lj-55 *
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play group. Much of the child’s wrong or silly behavior is
done with the hope of evoking social reactions in others
A child of this age prefers to play in groups of two or three
2/
children, usually choosing his companions from his o'wn sex.—
No preference was shown for companions similar in chronological
age, mental age, intelligence, height, weight, extroversion or
social reaction index.—'
Fours engage in group play for each other’s mutual enjoy-
ment. They seldom play alone, and can now work by themselves
• ii/in a group without disturbing each other. Most often these
children engage in parallel, associative or cooperative play,
rarely in onlooker behavior or solitary play, and never are they
unoccupied.1/ Gesell says they enjoy purely parallel types of play]
less than the three—year old does; that associative rather than
parallel play is characteristic. The child is often bossy in
6 /directing others,—' but he will suggest taking turns with equip-
ment and shares more easily than the two- or three—year child
does.-^'^ He will prevent a child from hurting another or taking
1./ Gesell, op. cit., p. ^1,
Ibid., p. 252 ; Hagman, op. cit., p. 65 *
_5,/ Hagman, ibid., p. 6I|..
l^/ Bridges, op. cit., p. 85 .
1/ Parten and Newhall, op. cit., p.
6/ Gesell, op. cit., p. ^1.
2/ Murphy, op. cit., p. 551*

another’s possessions.—'
His dramatic play is often quite complicated, with changes
of scene and of characterization, with real costuming, with
such elaoorate ideas that he is not always able to carry them
out. There is considerable increase in constructive use of
materials; the four-year old child is no longer interested in
2/
materials purely for manipulation.—
As with the three-year old, the child of four is able to
control situations in a social way because of his developing
facility with language. He grabs materials less because he,
too, can make spoken requests for toys, thus avoiding rough
7 /hitting and violence.-^' His sentences are full of the first
personal pronoun; but this sort of egocentric statement is to
be expected even in the six—year old according to Piaget
The four—year old’s questions and statements show an attempt
5/
on his part to understand and visualize his social world.
According to Appel, the four—year old seems to be less
aggressive than the three—year old but more so than the tv/o—
year old. In Appel’s study, the four—year child was the
Bridges, op. clt., p. 85.
2/ Appel, op. cit., p. 188,
Bridges, loc. cit.; Muste and Sharpe, op. clt., p. 15
.
ij./ Piaget, op. clt.
Gesell, op. cit., pp. 1^.8 , 51 *
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aggressor 27 times less than the three-year child, and I5
I
times more than the two-year old. He was a member of an aggres-l
sor unit 73 times less than the three-year child but 62 times
more than the two-year child. His aggressive acts arising
from conflict over property were Vy% less than those of the
two-year old. However, according to Appel’s data, the four-
j
year meets an aggressive situation more positively and effec-
|
tively than the two-year does. The two-year old made no overt
reactions to aggressive attacks 2\\.% of the time, whereas the
four—year old made no reactions only 12^ of the time. The two-j
year old’s response was effective over the aggressor 57/^
the time whereas the four—year old’s response v/as effective
over the aggressor G'J% of the time.—^ Reynolds and Jersild
and Markey also found that as chronological age increased
during the preschool period, there was an irregular decline in
2 /the frequency of conflicts and negativism.— Koshuk writes
that ’’social influences of a nursery school tend to discourage
conflicts which may explain their drop with increasing age.”-^'^
j
On the other side of the question are those who write that
the increasing amount of social interaction, which comes with
increasing chronological age, makes for increasing aggressive
1/ Appel, op. cit., pp. 186-188, 198.
2/ Reynolds, op. cit., p. 87;
Jersild, Arthur T. & F. M. Markey. Conflicts Between Pre -
School Children . Child Development Monographs, No. 21
,
Teachers College, 1935 > P* 157 *
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rob iiorfofiox
behavior as part of the whole general pattern of social parti-
cipation.—^ There is also a third point of view held by Caille
who concluded that physical resistance tended to decrease with
2 /
age whereas vocal resistance increased.—
Perhaps these three seemingly different points of viev/
are really part of the same, each one highlighting short sec-
tions of a longer sequence. Pite suggests that the ’’whole
basis of aggressiveness varies with the kind of response
encouraged by complicated specific, personal relations and the
role the child is playing; as the child grows older, his social
role changes and thus his forms of aggression and his reactions
to it.”-^^
Much of the interest of the four—year old is in social
things. Gesell says his use of alibis shows a knowledge of
the attitudes and opinions of others. This child presents an
interesting combination of independence and sociability, and
is beginning to sense himself as only one among many social
individuals.^^ He exhibits a real concern for approval and
disapproval, expressing his own attitudes with words rather
than with actions. He is quite satisfied to have attention
IT Muste 8c Sharpe, op. cit., p. l6; Bridges, op. cit., p. 75*
2/ Caille, op. cit., p. 6l.
Fite, Mary D. ’’Aggressive Behavior in Young Children and
Children’s Attitudes toward Aggression.” Genetic Psychology
Monographs
,
Vol. 22, No. 2, 195-0> P* 269 *
Gesell, op. cit., pp. 1^8,
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shown him by other children and so no longer needs to cling
to adults. He has now given up obstinate opposition to adult
authority, refraining from doing the forbidden thing in the
adult’s absence. He takes pleasure in cooperating, in helping
himself and even the younger members of the group and in defend-
ing the rights of others.—'^
Pours are less adaptable to routine changes than threes
are because fours have been learning the particular sequence,
and practicing it, for a longer period of time. Hov/ever,
fours are capable of more routine Improvement than the three
—
year old, because of the greater physical maturity of the
former.—^
Trends of social development .-- There is no single factor
which, by itself, can account for the child’s Increasing abili-
ty to make social adjustments. Portenier writes that '‘social
adjustment is largely a matter of integration, a result of the
unity of elements which has influenced the development of the
child.
Bridges describes the child’s social relations with his
contemporaries as ’’progress from being a socially indifferent
infant, through self-assertive and interfering stages, to the
\/ Bridges, op. cit., pp. 85, 87.
2/ Hattwick, op. cit., p. I88
.
Portenier, Lillian G, “Factors Influencing the Social
Adjustment of Children of Pre-School Age." Journal of Genetic
Psychology, Vol. ^-957 j P* 15 ^.
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point where he can shovi/ consideration, sympathy and kindness
for others.—*^ In the child’s social relationships with adults,
he also goes through several stages of development: he pro-
»
gresses from a passive child who relies on the adult for
assistance, through stages of resistance and obstinacy, to a
2/level where he is self-reliant, trustworthy and cooperative.”
The child’s play patterns develop logically, ' too, from gross
motor activity, through stages of manipulation of material and
the more primitive forms of social participation, to a stage
characterized by real social groups and dramatic play.1/ The re
is a tendency for his social contacts to increase in number
with increase in age.k/
Aggressive behavior in children, according to Isaacs, is
so normal as to represent a definite stage in social develop-
ment, as it "means a greater freedom of feeling and action on
the part of children and shows that the child is less inhibited
by anxiety. Hi/ Murphy found that in her study there was a
greater number of conflicts in the group which had a smaller
play space in relation to its size. She thought the Increase
1/ Bridges, op. cit., p. 85.
2/ Ibid., p. 88 .
i/ Gesell, op. cit., p. 252 .
4/ Beaver, op. cit., p. 65.
i/ Isaacs, Susan. Social Development in Young Children .
Harcourt, Brace & Go
.
,
1957 » pp • 251-252
.
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in conflict was due to the greater number of physical contacts
which probably took place.
Thus the child Increases in social maturity and awareness
during the preschool years. Each stage of the child’s social
development is dependent on the previous stages and affects
those stages to come; all stages are governed by identical
laws of growth. The child gradually develops his own indivi-
dual techniques for meeting new social situations, his methods
being conditioned both by his innate abilities and by the type
of response he has previously revived under similar circum-
stances. The young child learned in infancy to make responses
to social stimuli, but it is during the years from two to five
that he learns to make adequate social responses and adjust-
ments.
Individual differences .-- In rate and amount of social
growth, as in other areas of development, v;ide variations
between individuals have been noted. There are individual
differences in the factors influencing development, individual
differences in the motives behind responses and, therefore,
individual differences in the responses themselves. Occasion-
ally there are even variations in the sequences of social
development. Writers list several factors as being at least
partly responsible for these modifications in behavior; they
maintain, however, that it is the total integration of all
\/ Murphy, op. cit
. , p. 351*
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factors which, in the final analysis, is accountable for the
individual differences.
As for factors contributing to individual differences,
Koshuk quotes Roff and Roff as saying half the total variance
in conflicts in nursery schools is due to inter-group factors
and half to intra- group factors. They say that age, sex,
intelligence, social-economic background and factors in the
nursery school failed to contribute significantly.—'^ Bdhler
says that whether an individual becomes a leader or not depends
on his character, temperament, intelligence and other qualifi-
2/
cations and also on the needs of the particular group.
Other writers attribute the individual differences in
social development to factors in the home. Appel says that
"attitudes and emotional relationships within the family in-
fluence the freedom with which children enter into play life
and affect their relations 'with their playmate s . Various
writers mention the personality of the child, the amount of
physical and social security and emotional stability he possess-
es, and the nature of past and present social encounters as
factors viTorthy of attention.
i/ Koshuk, op. cit., p. 55*
2/ Bilihler, op. cit., p. 595*
l/ Appel, op. cit., p. 191-
Arrington, op. cit., p. 155
J
Beaver, op. cit., p. 65 ;
Murphy, op. cit., p. 55^ Bridges, op. cit., p. ol.
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Goodenough and Leahy (as quoted by Bfihler) also suggest that
the child's ’’position in the family circle Involves, as a con-
sequence of its own peculiar nature, certain special problems
of adjustment .rl/ But Kawin found problem children and well
adjusted children in families equal in number of children per
2 /family and in number of only children.—' In Bridges' study,
children who had no siblings scored somewhat lov;er in social
development than those who had one or more s Iblings
There are all kinds of individual differences in behavior.
For instance, in solitary play one child goes quickly from one
toy to the next, trying them all; another child plays only with
whatever toy first catches his attention; a third inspects the
total situation before deciding where to concentrate; another
tries to see what everyone else is doing or looks to adults
for approval. Beaver mentions variations of the group as to
the selection of children with whom social contacts are to be
made. ’’Some initiate contacts with a chosen few and some ini-
tiate contacts an equal proportion v/ith all children. There is
a wide range in the number of contacts initiated by the various
children . The child's disposition to engage in many or fev/
_!/ Billhler, op. c it . , p . Ij.02 .
2/ Kawin, Ethel. Children of Preschool Age . University of
Chicago Press, 195?> P* 2l|.5.
Bridges, op. cit., p. 219*
1^/ Gesell, op. cit., p. 253*
Beaver, op. cit., p. 63 *
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conflicts tended to be consistent over a period of time as did
his techniques of resistance, but each child differed from the
next.— Various children also differ In the number and kinds
of responses they made toward adults, according to Bridges.
She emphasizes the fact that the Individual child’s "social
behavior falls under his usual standards v/hen he Is tired.
Incubating disease, recovering from Illness and after an
emotional disturbance."—'^
Sex differences Even In a nursery school, there are sex
differences In behavior. Koshuk points out that "differential
training of the sexes has undoubtedly begun, and in informa-
tion and creative activity each sex shows a tendency to follow
the course laid down by parents and others.
Bridges found very little difference between the average
social development of boys and girls although the particular
boys she studied were somewhat more sociable and fond of group
play, more rough and defiant of adult authority and more unkind
to nev;comers In choice of companions, the two-year child-
ren in Ragman’s study showed no decided preference for like or
unlike sex, whereas in the four—year group there was a signi-
\/ Callle, op. cit., p. 62.
2/ Bridges, op. cit., p. 88.
Koshuk, op. cit., p. 6.
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fleant tendency to choose companions of the same sex.—'
Reynolds found no sex differences in negativistic hehavior
2 /in her data.—' However, RTuste and Sharpe and Caille found sex
differences in aggression almost great enough to be statisti-
cally significant, the boys exceeding the girls in number of
resistant responses and in number of instances of aggression.
Boys were more aggressive when paired with boys, less aggres-
sive when pa.ired with girls; girls were more aggressive when
paired with boys than when paired with girls. The greatest
number of aggressions of both sexes was related to materials,
the boys using a physical approach and the girls a verbal one-^^
Jersild and Markey also found that the boys consistently showed
a higher number of aggressions than the girls; in two of the
three groups they studied, there were more conflicts between
children of the same sex than between those of opposite sexes
Intelllg:ence factor .-- Many studies report on the effect
of Intelligence on the development of social maturity. Kawin,
studying well adjusted and problem children, found, the mental
ratings of the v;ell adjusted groups to be significantly hi^er
5/
than those of the problem groups. Of the children invest!-
k/
1 / Hagman, op. cit., p. 26.
2/ Reynolds, op. cit., p. 115»
Muste and Sharpe, op. cit., pp. 22-2^; Caille, op. cit
. ,
p. 6 l.
Jj./ Jersild and Markey, op. cit., pp. 66
,
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Kawin, op. cit., p. 2 J4.6 .
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gated by Parten and Newhall, the more cooperative ones had
higher intelligence quotients v;hich suggested to them the
"dependence of social participation on intelligence apart from
age . "2./ Parten, in another study, also found a high positive
correlation between intelligence and parallel play and leader-
ship,— Murphy states that "intelligence contributes to the
quality of sympathetic and unsympathetic responses and to the
insight upon which a response is dependent at any age level,
but it is secondary to the social interest, responsiveness and
other personality characteristics of the child,
Intelligence apparently is not a factor of primary im-
portance in accounting for aggression. In her investigation
of negativism in nursery school children, Reynolds discovered
a slight tendency for the children to react according to their
chronological age rather than their mental age, if there were
a discrepancy betv/een the two. Also her data showed that as
mental age Increased, negativistic scores tended to decrease
even when chronological age was held constant. However, know-
ing the child's level of intelligence did not enable her to
k/predict whether he was apt to be negativistic or not.
1/ Parten and Hewhall, op. cit., pp.
2/ Parten, Mildred B. "Social Participation among Preschool
Children." Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology , Vol. 27 ,
1932, pp. 264.-265.
Murphy, op. cit., p. 356 ,
4/ Reynolds, op. cit., p. 89*
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Caille's work confirmed Reynolds’ on this point. She writes.
"intelligence does not have a significant relationship to
resistance nor to acquiescent behavior nor to aggression."—/
Socio-economic factor .-- There is evidence that a higher
socio-economic standard of living has a favorable influence on
social adjustment. Koshuk summarizes several studies which
suggest this point of view. Gesell and Lord compared eleven
matched pairs of nursery school children from homes of high and
low economic status. They report that the children from the
higher economic background excelled in spontaneity, expressive-
ness and in amount of conversation. The only area where they
did not excel was self-care.—' McCarthy, in "a well controlled
study of language development in lij.0 children", found the
language of the higher economic group to be more mature by all
criteria even with mental age held cons tant In Kawin’s
groups of well adjusted and problem children, the former group
contained a much greater percentage of fathers in the highest
occupational class
That children in the higher socio-economic groups make
more adequate adjustments because they have more opportunity to
learn, is suggested in a study reported by Btthler. Sturm
_l/ Caille, op. cit., p. 6l.
2/ Koshuk, op. cit., p. I9 .
-^/ Ibid., p. 20.
1^/ Kawin, op. cit., p. 2I1.7 .
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observed institution children and family children for twenty-
four-hour periods and recorded a real difference in the number
of times the children from each background were able to parti-
cipate in a social contact: for children tv/o to three years
old, 169 times in the institution as opposed to 210 times in
the family; for children three to four, I78 times in the
institution as opposed to 279 times in the family; for child-
ren four to five, 133 times in the institution as opposed to
263 times in the family. The institution child had things ex-
plained in three situations, whereas the family child received
a total of 28 explanations.—'^
Muste and Sharpe noted that the amount of aggressive be-
havior was Influenced by environment in their study. They
worked in an experimental situation with thirty children from
two nursery schools, one school with poor children, the other
with children from a high economic background. Among the poor-
er children, aggression was half as frequent and there was less
social interchange, ’.'^/hat aggression there vjas seemed to have
a "compulsive” quality compensating for feelings of inadequacy.
The frequent aggressions of children from higher economic back-
grounds were "part of the whole fabric of vigorous social
2 /participation.
'
Appel describes differences in kinds of aggression betv/een
_l/ Btlhler, op. c it
.
,
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high and low socio-economic groups of children. There were
li|^ more conflicts over possession of equipment in the lower
socio-economic group; Appel suggests this was because these
children had fewer toys at home. There were 10^ more con-
flicts arising from cross purposes of the children in the
higher socio-economic group; this was perhaps because of their
higher intelligence which made for more complicated play.—'^
Social development in nursery school .-- Practically every
research worker who studies the socializing effect of nursery
school education on young children finds some salutary conse-
quences there; the consensus is that nursery school training
brings about an improvement in social adjustment. Jersild and
Fite summarize the point of view by saying, "Nursery school
experience aids in the development of positive personality
traits, promotes social skills, prepares the child to adjust
somewhat more effectively to future group situations which he
may be called upon to meet. ..2/ Hattwick found statistically
significant results showing an Increase in sociability and
independence (except at the three—year level, where a greater
dependence on adults appeared) among the nursery school child-
ren, and a decrease in nervous habits. Children were more
sociable in reactions after longer attendance in nursery
i/ Appel, op. cit., p. 188.
2/ Jersild and Fite, op. cit., p. 10.
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school; they showed "less fear of strangers, less tendency to
shrink from notice, less tendency to stay close to adults or
to avoid play with other children, over and above the improve-
«l/
ment to be expected with age.—' The records of Parten and
Newhall shov*red an inclination toward increased social partici-
pation as distinguished from onlooker and solitary behavior,
2'/during the course of the school term.—' Moreover, the social-
izing effects of nursery school experience do not, at least
according to one study, "submerge the child’s own persoriality
;
rather, where wholesome relations obtain, the child continues
to defend or learns increasingly to defend, his own interests,
property and activities against exploitation by others.
As for growth in specific areas, Mallay found that her
group of children as a whole made gains in the number of social]
contacts initiated between fall and spring: in the fall 5^.7^
of free play time was spent in social contact v/hereas in the
spring 66.9^ of free play time was spent in social contact.
For eighteen of the twenty-one children studied, the Individual
increase in percentage of time spent in group contacts rose
k/from I4..8 to 50*5 in the periods from fall to spring. Jerslld
55
1 /Hattwick, op. cit
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pp. I85, 185*
2 /Parten & Newhall, op. cit., pp.
3 /jerslld and Fite, op. cit., p. IO8.
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and Fite found that the great carryover of special companions
from the year before made the old children in the nursery
school have a greater number of contacts than the new children.
They say this would have been the case even if the old children
did not already have friends.—'^ And Mallay’s results, reported
above, would seem to confirm this belief.
Murphy points out that the children in her study gained
in cooperativeness. She reports ’’many Instances of children
learning to take responsibility for a child in a routine situa-
tion or on the playground.... The swing activity stimulated
cooperation because few of the children could pump; also making
for cooperation were sandbox play, sleds and wagons, doll
corner materials, the slide and the tricycle which had a foot-
2 /hold on the back for extra riders."—
The child becomes less dependent on his mother after some
school experience. Gesell writes, the child at "two may ask
for his mother during his stay in school, but responds to the
reassurance that she is coming back;.... at thirty months he
is able to say goodbye to his mother and, though he is happy
to see her when she returns, he often delays the departure; ...
by three years, the child is making a good adjustment to coming
to school, during the session and in leaving.
%
1/ Jersild and Fite, op. cit., p. I.65 .
2 / Murphy, op. cit., p. 551*
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In the techniques of social adjustment and in habits of
v/ork, says Eattwick, the four—year child seems to show a
greater advance than the three—year old. This indicates that
"not until children are four, have they matured sufficiently to
get the most benefit from contacts v/ith other children in the
nursery school."—'^
D. CONCLUSION
The preschool years are now definitely considered to have
real educational significance in relation to the total social
adjustment of later years. Therefore, research is being
carried on to discover new and more reliable methods for study-
ing socialization in the young child. And other types of
investigation seek more complete understanding of those factors
which further social development so that the adult, teacher or
parent, may guide the young child more wisely. As early as
1928 contributors to the yearbook published by the National
Society for the Study of Education wrote, "it is important that
the social development of the young child have adequate provi-
sion and definite care.... Considering the great influences of
social experiences and high modifiability of the child’s nature,
further educational research in this field may bring out facts
of profound significance to educational procedure."—'^ Even
1/ Eattwick, op. cit., p. I85.
2/ National Society for the Study of Education, op. cit., p. 714-6.
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today in child centers throughout the world, research is still
being carried on. The work is not yet finished.
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A. DESCRIPTION OP PHILANTHROPIC SCHOOL
General comments .-- The observations for this research
study were carried on in two Greater Boston nursery schools.
One of the schools, founded in 1922, is a philanthropic all-day
school located in the center of a crowded city district where
opportunities for physical and mental health and cultural deve-
lopment are meager. Tuition is based on a sliding scale ad-
justed to the individual family’s ability to pay, and may be as
lov/ as 75 cents a week. The staff consists of a director, a
secretary, a part-time social case worker, a pedriat ician, a
housekeeper-nutritionist, four teachers and four student
teachers. Each teacher has charge of a group of children and
is assisted by one of the student teachers.
"provide an atmosphere of happiness, warmth and security. Here
the children learn to do things for themselves, carrying througl
routines with ease; they have opportunity for free creative
expression as they grow and mature emotionally; they learn to
live happily with other children and adults away from home".
Children . -- The forty-six children enrolled in the philan-
thropic nursery school are drawn from the immediate neighborhooc
and bring to the school a sampling of many nationalities, races
The director of the philanthropic
57
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and cultures. Some nationalities represented 'are West Indian,
Latvian, Irish, Italian, German and Portuguese. One child
could not speak English when she was admitted to school. The
children are of Catholic, Protestant and Jewish faiths. About
a third of the children are Negroes. Typical occupations of
some of the fathers are truck driver, house painter, cook,
mechanic, grocery store proprietor, commercial artist.
Upon enrollment last September, the children’s ages ranged
from between two—and—one-half to four—and-one-half years. They
are nov/ divided into four groups on the basis of age level and
maturity. The more mature group of four-year olds is composed
of eleven chlldrenj six boys and five girls. The group of less
mature fours has thirteen children; seven boys and six girls.
There are twelve three—year olds; seven boys and five girls.
The two-year group, the final group in the philanthropic
school, is made up of six boys and four girls. Thirty of these
children began their first nursery school experience in Septem-
ber. Tables I - IV show the make-up of each group, the birth-
date of each child, and his age at the mid- point in the obser-










Paul C January ^ 1 , 19^4^
Charle s H December 12
,
19I4.5 4-4
Jerry Hu December 5 > ^945 4-4
Paul P November 9 > 1945
George L October 16, 1945 4-6
Eddie R August 10
, 1945 4-8
Ro semarie August 8
, 1945 4-8
Cynthia June 27, 19L.5 4-10
Viola June 24, 1945 4-10
Le stelle April 18, 194.3 5-0
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Irene March 27, 1944 4-1
Pammy P March I8, 1944 4-1
Peter Q March 2, 1944 4-2
Elaine February 20, 1944 h-2
Tony January ^1, 1944 4-5
Billy Co January 29, 1944 4-5
Eddie H January 5^ 1944
Lllita December 26, 1945 4-4
Candy December 21, 1945 k-k
Eddie Th December I9, 1945 4-4
Debby November 19, 1945 h-5
Danny November 19, 1945 4-5
Burt ie August 18, 1945
TABLE III
4-8
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Play space .-- The building in which the school is located
is a large old residence which was completely renovated and
adapted for use as a nursery school in I926. The two older
groups of children in the school occupy two upstairs playrooms,
a large connecting room which is used mainly for eating, a
small play roof, a bathroom, and a large yard. The tvi/o younger
groups have at their disposal a large playroom, a small play-
room, a sleeping room, a bathroom, a porch and a separate sec-
tion of the large yard. All of these rooms and play areas are
well equipped according to the uses to which they are put.
Each playroom and bathroom in the school has a one-way observa-
tion screen through which the children can be studied without
being disturbed.
Schedules . -- The daily programs of the two groups of four-
year children are approximately the same. Some activities are
scheduled at different times, however, because of limitations
in the equipment. For instance, since there is only one piano
for both groups, the less mature group- has music v/hile the
more mature group is using creative play materials. The same
is true for the scheduled toilet periods. Table V shows the
daily program which was in effect during the course of the
observations for the more mature group of fours. The program
for the two younger groups is similar to the one given in
Table V. However, the younger children also have a short rest
on their cots immediately follov\ring juice. They play outdoors
in the latter part of the morning, w^hereas the older groups
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TABLE V
6i
PHILANTHROPIC SCHOOL DAI LY PROGRAM - MTURE FOURS
8:1;5 - 9:25 - Inspection, Free Play
9:25 - 10:50 - Yard
10:50 - 10 : 14.5 - Toilet, Juice
10 : 14.5 - 11:00 - Mus ic
11:00 - 11:50 - Creative materials or story
11:50 - 12:00 - Wash, Prepare cots. Toilet
12:00 - 12:50 - Dinner
12:50 - 12:Ii.5 - Toilet
12 :1^5 - 2:50 - Nap
2:50 - 2:50 - Dress, Milk
2:50 - 5:50 - Yard
DESCRIPTION OF PRIVATE SCHOOL
General comments .-- The second school v/here observations
for this study were carried on is a private cooperative nursery
school founded in I925 ^*or the more privileged children of a
suburban community. The tuition is $150.00 for a year; there
are two sessions. The staff consists of a director- teacher,
one paid teacher, one paid student apprentice, one student
teacher. There are also two undergraduate student teachers
who were not observed because it v/as felt that they lacked the
greater maturity of the older student teachers and because they
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observed in this school was in charge of a group of children.
The mothers of the children enrolled in the school take a very
active part in the affairs of the nursery. In particular, each
mother spends one morning or afternoon a month in the school
assisting with the teaching and performing services which con-
tribute to a smoothly functioning program.
The program of the school, according to the director,
attempts to ’’provide a social group for young children from two
to four years in a suitable environment, under expert and
affectionate control; to offer every mother opportunities to
observe her child with his playmates and opportunities for dis-
cussion and conference with the director”.
Children . -- Most of the children enrolled in this school
live in the immediate residential neighborhood. Their parents
belong to the business and professional class of society:
their fathers are doctors, lawyers, university professors and
graduate students, architects and social workers. There are two
Chinese children in the school; religious groups represented are
Catholic, Protestant and Jewish.
The thirty-nine children were between the ages of two and
four upon admission to school last September. They are divided
into four groups. In the morning session, the two-year group
contains twelve children, eight boys and four girls; the three-
year group contains ten children, two boys and eight girls. In
the afternoon session, there is a group of more mature three-
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four-year olds including eight boys and one girl. Twenty-five
children began their nursery school experience last September.
Tables VI - IX shov/ the make-up of each group, the birth-date
of each child and his age at the mid-point in the observations
for this study.
TABLE VI
PRIVATE SCHOOL - POUR-YEAR GROUP





















SCHOOL - MATURE THREE-YEAR








Ting November 10, 1944
August 17 , 194i-
5.5
Craig 3-8






Jonathan M February I7 , 194- 4-2
David Lo January 7 ? 1944 43





PRIVATE SCHOOL - LESS MATURE THREE-YEAR GROUP
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PRIVATE SCHOOL - T^A^O-YEAR GROUP
UPPER ROOM - A.M.
Name Birthday Age
Kate September, 19^4-5 2-7
Susan B1 July 5, 19l|S 2-9
Ceddy June 29, 19^5 2-10
Peter V April 19, I9I4.5 5-0
Ann P Aptii 19, 5-0
Lawr April 19, 19q-5 5-0
Michael C April 7, 19l|.^ 5-0
Sammy March 27, 19q.5 3-1
Charlie W March, 1945 3-1
Mary February 12, 1945 3-2
Alan January 16, 1945 3-3
Rus sell October 25, 1§44 5-6
Play space .-- This private nursery school is housed in an
attractive one-story building erected expressly for the purpose
of nursery school education. There are two large, sunny play-
rooms completely equipped and a small bathroom. Each group has
its own one room for indoor activities, drinking juice at the
small play-tables and taking naps on blankets spread on the
floor.
Schedules .-- The daily programs for all groups follow the
same general outline. The schedule is flexible and certain
activities must be correlated in order to meet the needs of the
other group. Since there is only one piano, the two groups in
school together alternate the time when they have music. Toilet
ing periods are arranged to prevent conflict too. In the morn-
ing session during rest, the children lie on blankets on the
floor, and occasionally actually sleep. In the afternoon
session, the children look at books or talk quietly during
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PRIVATE SCHOOL DAILY PROGRAM - TJO-YEAR GROUP
9:00 - 9:14-0 Outdoors
9:k0 - 9:55 Remove wraps
9:55 - 10:10 Toileting
10:10 - 10:20 Juice and crackers
10:20 - 10:i4-0 Rest on blankets
10:1|0 - 11:00 Music and story
10:50 - 11:05 - Extra toileting
Dre s s ing
11:05 - 12:00 Outdoors
C. OBSERVATION SCHEDULE
For this study, a total of forty-eight hours of observa-
tion was carried out in two different nursery schools. There
were eight groups of children, each of which was observed for
six hours. Each group was observed in tv;o sessions of three
hours duration. An observation schedule was followed so that
every group had been observed for one three-hour period before
any group was observed for the second time.
Three-hour observations in the four groups in the philan-
thropic school were made on four consecutive Tuesday and Fri-
day mornings, beginning on April I3 , 19^8 • Observations of three
hours each were made on the four groups in the private coopera-
tive school on four consecutive Thursday mornings and Friday
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During all of the days on which observations were made.
the group being observed was out of doors in free play part of 1
the time with another group. For instance, in the philanthro- 1!
pic school, the two groups of fours were usually in the yard
j
at the same time. If an anti- social situation arose in the
j|
group which was not scheduled for observation, the writer did li
note it down and include it in her research data.
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D. CHECK LIST
In order to discover the various techniques teachers used
in attempting to develop social from anti- social behavior, the
writer devised an original check list for noting anti- social
behavior situations as they occurred in the nursery schools
during the period of the observations. It was thou^t that
such a list would facilitate notation of each anti- social situ-
ation as it occurred as well as of any pertinent special infor-
mation. With an adequate check list, fewer anti-social situa-
tions would have to be omitted because the writer was still
making notes on a previous one. The items on the check list
were suggested to the writer partly by those used on other
research studies and partly by previous informal observations
made by the writer in the course of her practice teaching in
the two nursery schools.
Explanation of terms .
a. Anti- social behavior
There is a wide range of activities in which children
engage in nursery school that might be called anti- social or
aggressive. A child may grab a toy av/ay from a companion, he
may tease or annoy another child, he may disrupt a group activi
ty or try to destroy equipment. Children often fight over
taking turns, or gaining the teacher* s attention; they may
refuse to admit a new child to their group or they may disagree
over the course of imaginative play. Such behavior the writer
calls anti-social. For this study, anti-social behavior
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includes any physical or verbal activity on the part of a child
which is prejudicial to the welfare of the group.
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b. Drive
V/hen a child initiates anti-social behavior, whatever overt
form the behavior takes, he is seeking to satisfy some drive
within himself. Perhaps he wants to have the first turn, per-
haps he takes equipment from another child to carry on his
imaginative play. Or he is momentarily annoyed by another
child and feels the urge to hit or swear at him. Again, the
child may be in a frustrating situation which calls for throw-
ing paint on the floor. Drive
,
in this study, is defined as the
underlying cause which motivates the anti- social behavior.
c. Teacher approach
It seems to the writer that various techniques used by the
teacher to handle aggressive behavior can naturally be divided
into three kinds of teacher approaches according to the philo-
sophy underlying the teacher techniques. In one such approach
to anti-social behavior, the teacher responds to the child*
s
aggressive act by stopping him in the middle of it. Her re-
action to the child may be any one in a wide range of responses.
Sometimes, for instance, she simply removes the child from the
situation; again she may suggest another entirely different
activity; she may merely admonish him or state a rule about the
rights of the other Individual involved. Whatever her response
is, the end result from the point of view of the child is the
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which originally brought him to initiate the anti- social be-
havior. This first kind of approach on the part of the teacher
to an anti-social situation will henceforth be referred to as
an obstructing approach.
In another type of approach to an anti- social situation,
the teacher technique does not obstruct the aggressor's drive
but, on the contrary, attempts to redirect this same drive into
social channels. Again there is a range in the type of re-
sponse the teacher might make. Sometimes she suggests an
acceptable outlet for the aggression; sometimes she brings new
similar equipment to the situation or suggests a reconciliation
of the opposing claims. When the teacher uses this approach
with the aggressive child, he is not being obstructed in the
satisfaction of his drive. Rather, he is encouraged to use his
energies toward the same goal which brought about the anti-
social behavior, but in a social direction. This type of
teacher approach to anti- social behavior will be called the re-
canaliz Ing approach.
On other occasions, the teacher's approach is one neither
of obstructing the aggressor's drive nor of recanalizing the
drive. Instead, she attempts to appease; she lets, or even
helps, the drive which was responsible for the aggressive be-
havior run its course. Perhaps the teacher ignores the situa-
tion or perhaps she supports the claims of the aggressor. When
this type of approach is used by the teacher, the drive of the
child is satisfied but usually in a socially unacceptable
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manner. This last kind of approach on the part of the teacher
to an aggressive act will be called an appeasing approach.
In this way, all the overt responses used by nursery
school teachers in handling anti- social situations in the two
nursery schools where the writer made her observations for this
study were divided into three kinds of teacher techniques;
(1) An obstructing approach on the part of the teacher com -
pletely blocks and frustrates the satisfaction of the child's
drive which first motivated the anti-social behavior. (2) A
recanalizing approach on the part of the teacher redirects the
child's original drive into related but socially acceptable
channels. (5) An appeasing approach on the part of the teacher
permits or encourages the continuation of the child's drive in
whatever channel the child elects without interference from the
teacher.
Development of check list . The writer compiled a check
list based partly on her readings in the field and partly on
her informal observations in nursery schools. The first sec-
tion of the check list listed possible situations in which
anti- social behavior was the dominant feature. The second
section, in three parts, distinguished three possible teacher
approaches: recanalizing, supplanting and neutral approaches.
Under each of these three headings, the appropriate teacher
responses to the child initiating the anti-social behavior were
listed. The third and final section of the check list dealt
with the outcome of the anti- social situation after the teacher
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The original check list follows:
I, Anti-social Situation
1. Conflict over possession of equipment
2. Conflict over use of equipment
p* Conflict over course of Imaginative play
4
.
Conflict over nev/ child attempting to enter
group and "being rejected
Conflict over taking turns
o. Conflict over rivalry for teacher’s attention.
7. Conflict arising from crowding.
8. Teasing, annoying; hitting, pulling, pushing,
biting
9 . Swearing, spitting
10. Destruction of equipment
11. Disrupting group activity
II. Teacher Response
A. Recanalizing (drive of child)
1. Allows child to continue play
2. Gives child desired equipment
p. Supplies new similar equipment
4 . Suggests cooperation with equipment
5 . Suggests harmless outlet for aggression
6. Assists in use of equipment
B. Supplanting (drive of child)
7. Suggests other activity
8. Removes child from situation
9 . Removes equipment
C. Neutralizes (drive of child)
10. Does nothing
11. Admonishes, disapproves
12. Interprets desires, rights or feelings of
victim to aggressor
III. Outcome of Anti-social situation
1. Anti-social behavior continues
2. Social behavior develops
3* Child, leaving situation, starts new anti-
social behavior
1].. Child, leaving situation, starts new social
behavior
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This first check list was used for two trial observations
of three hours each on the three- and four—year groups in the
philanthropic nursery school. After analyzing the data col-
lected from these six hours of trial observations, it was found
that some changes were necessary in the check list. All the
possible anti-social situations listed in Section I occurred
at least once during the trial observations except No. l\., ’’new
child attempting to enter group play and being rejected,”
No. 6, ’’rivalry for teacher’s attention”. No.
,
’’conflict
arising from crowding”. No. 9> ”sv/earing and spitting.”
However, the observer did let this section stand because she
had observed such situations as described in these items occur-
ring often in her practice teaching. She felt they would be
represented in the course of I|-8 hours of observation even if
they had not appeared during the six trial hours.
The third section of the original check list was not
changed
.
However, the second section was changed completely. Some
of the items were too general, some were ambiguous, some had
been listed under the incorrect heading. Item No. 10, ’’does
nothing”, v^as an inadequate description of the teacher response
because it did not indicate whether the teacher was consciously
Ignoring the anti-social situation or whether she had not
observed the situation. This item was changed to ’’tolerates
situation”, and thus was checked by the observer only if the
teacher made an overt response to an anti-social situation.
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Then No. 1, ’’allows child to continue play”, seemed to fall
naturally under the new ’’tolerates situation”, so the original
No. 1 could be omitted. No. 2, ’’gives child desired equipment”
was changed to ’’supports aggressor” which was a more inclusive
phrase. No. 5^ ’’supplies nev^ similar equipment” was allowed
to stand. No. 1]., ’’suggests cooperation with equipment”, v/as
changed to "suggests reconciliation of claims” as a more
general classification v/hich v/ould include differences of
opinion in any kind of situation. No. ’’suggests harmless
outlet for aggression” became ’’suggests acceptable outlet for
aggression” since the latter emphasizes the point of the
teacher interference more clearly.
No. 6, ’’assists in use of equipment”, v\fhlch suggests a
physical response on the part of the teacher, was changed to
’’modifies use of equipment” to include both physical and verbal
teacher response. No. 7> ’’suggests other activity”, became
’’suggests unrelated activity” since this latter wording makes
clearer the distinction the writer was seeking. No. 8,
’’removes child from situation”. No. 9# ’’removes equipment” and
No. 11, ’’admonishes or disapproves”, were not changed. No. 12,
’’interprets desires, ri^ts and feelings of victim to aggres-
sor”, was changed to ’’interprets standpoint of victim to
aggressor”. One item was added, ’’states rule, gives order”.
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’liVhen these items were studied in their final form, it v/as
realized that some teacher responses were listed in the wrong
place. For instance, the item ’’admonishes, disapproves” was
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not a neutral teacher response at all as far as the child was
concerned. His drive in the aggressive situation was being
blocked. The same was true in the case of ’’interprets stand-
point of victim to aggressor” and several others. Therefore
the term ’’supplanting” was dropped and ’’obstructing” or block-
ing was used to make the writer’s point more clear. The
heading ’’neutral” was changed to ’’appeasing” for here the
child’s drive was still operating in the same direction which
started the anti-social behavior.
Final check list .-- Thus the trial check list v/as re-
written before it was used for collecting the research data.
The check list in its final form, with examples of each item,
follows. Items in the check list include both physical and
verbal behavior on the part of the teacher.
I. Anti-social Situation
1. Conflict over possession of equipment
Viola and Lestelle fight for possession of doll
carriage. Lestelle: ”l got it first”. Viola:
”No, no, I did”.
2. Conflict over use of equipment
Paul C swings large metal shovel dangerously
near several children.
5 . Conflict over course of imaginative play
Paul C stamps and shouts to wake Lestelle who
pretends to be a baby asleep in doll carriage.
I4.. Conflict over new child attempting to enter
group and being rejected by group.
Jerry Hu, seeing children, in doll corner, says
to Cynthia: ’’Let’s go too”. Both go to doll
corner
.
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Eddie R says: ”No, no, can’t come in” and tries
to keep them out.
5« Conflict over taking turns
Viola and Lestelle on seesaw. Ceorge L tries to
get on too.
6. Conflict over rivalry for teacher’s attention
Jerry Hu pushes Eddie R to ground as they both run
toward Miss W when she enters the yard.
7. Conflict arising from crowding
Jerry Eu knocks over Eddie R three times when group
is crouching close together on floor during music
play.
8. Teasing, annoying: hitting, pulling, pushing,
biting
Burtie, walking by Debbie, hits her.
9 . Swearing, spitting
Jerry Eu spits on children from top of jungle gym.
10.
Destruction of equipment
Eddie R jumps on top of cardboard crackerbox which





During group music, George L walks with noisy doll
carriage around room distracting seated children.
II. Teacher Responses
A. Obstructing drive of child
1. Removes child from situation
Jerry Eu and Eddie R throw blocks at each other
Teacher takes Jerry to clay table.
2 . Removes equipment
Jerry Hu and George L both grab doll carriage
during group music. Teacher takes carriage
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5.
Suggests unrelated activity
~ Paul C hits Viola as she lies in doll carriage.
Teacher; ”Paul, you have a train. Where's your
train?”
i4>. States rule, gives order
Jerry Hu takes Cynthia's truck. Teacher; ”Jerry
give your friend the truck”.
5. Admonishes, disapproves
Eddie R throws toys instead of putting them away
during cleanup. Teacher; ”That's not helping,
Eddie, so I guess you don't need my help”.
6. Interprets standpoint of victim to aggressor
Jerry Hu chokes Burtie. Teacher; ”jerry, you're
hurting Burtie”.
Re canalizing drive of child
7. Suggests acceptable outlet for aggression
Jerry Hu spits on children. Miss W; ”lf you
have to spit, Jerry, you can spit in the toilet”.
8. Modifies use of equipment
Burtie bangs on piano. Teacher; ” Burtie, play
soft; that's the way to do it. Very softly so
it sounds nice”.
9. Suggests reconciliation of claims
Viola and Lestelle fight for possession of
carriage. Teacher; ”Viola can be the baby
first and Lestelle can wheel her”.
10.
Supplies new similar equipment
Eddie R takes some of clay Jerry Hu has been
using. Jerry hits Eddie. Teacher brings more
clay> gives both children some.
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C. Appeasing drive of child
11. Tolerates situation
Jerry Hu hits Paul C. Teacher moves to
situation hut does nothing.
12. Supports aggressor
Eddie R takes George L*s pillow. George:
”Gimme my pillow”. Teacher: ”l think Eddie
could use that pillow now”.
III. Outcome of Anti-social Situation
1. Same anti-social behavior continues
George L throws puzzle pieces all over floor.
Teacher: ”Pick up all the pieces and bring them
to the table”. George keeps throwing pieces.
2. Social behavior develops
During music, Eddie R talks loudly from doll
corner. Teacher: ”You can play quietly in the
doll corner if you want to.” Eddie begins quiet
play in doll corner.
5 . Child, leaving situation, starts new anti-social
behavior
George L, removed from seesaw by teacher as it
was not his turn. George runs to side-walk, hits
Cynthia who is riding by on tricycle.
i|.. Child, leaving situation, starts new social
behavior.
Paul C stamps and shouts to wake Lestelle who
pretends to sleep. Teacher: ”0h, Paul, don^t
wake her up”. Paul walks to blocks.
E . OBSERVATION METHOD
The observations for this study were carried on in the two
Greater Boston nursery schools where the observer had been prac-
tice teaching since September and where she was therefore known
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nursery school and the other was a private cooperative nursery
school.
The observation method was a simple one. As anti-social
situations developed, the observer recorded on small slips of
paper the three numbers from her check list which described the
kind of anti- social behavior, the technique used by the teacher
to change it to social behavior, and the outcome of the total
situation. Also noted were the date, time of recording, the
children and teacher involved, and occasionally, brief remarks
on unusual aspects of the situation. During all indoor obser-
vations in the philanthropic nursery school, the writer was
behind an observation screen while collecting data whereas in
the private nursery school which had no observation screens,
she sat unobtrusively in a corner of the same room where the
children were. During all outdoor observations in both schools,
the writer circulated freely in the yard, moving toward anti-
social behavior situations as she became aware of them.
Occasionally one of the teachers would point out situations
which the writer had not noticed.
Altogether, twelve teachers were observed including six
full-time paid teachers, one paid student apprentice, and five
student- teachers. Eight of these teachers and student-teachers
were in the philanthropic school and four in the private coopeia-
tive school. Each of the six paid teachers, the apprentice and
one of the student- teachers had her own group of children; the
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out this study, no distinction was made between paid teachers
and student- teachers since interest was centered mainly in the
effectiveness of all kinds of teacher techniques.
Eighty- five children, divided into eight groups, were
observed. There were forty- six children in the philanthropic
school and thirty-nine children in the private school. In the
philanthropic school, there were twenty-six boys and twenty
girls; in the private school, there were twenty- four boys and
fifteen girls. The groups in the two schools were equated in
age and amount of previous nursery school experience, but they
were not equal in respect to number of boys and girls in each
group, intelligence and socio-economic background.
P. JUSTIFICATION OP THE WRITER’S METHOD
The method used for gathering the data for this study
attempted to follow those practices suggested by research
workers in the field as stated in the preceding chapter. Sec-
tion B. Since only one observer collected the data, it was
impossible to record every instance of the behavior under in-
vestigation. However, the observations were made in two nur-
sery schools where all the children had been in attendance for
at least seven months, and so were completely at home in that
setting. The writer had been a practice teacher in one of the
schools for the preceding semester, and was in the middle of a
semester of practice teaching in the second school at the time
she made the observations. Therefore she was well-known to the
children of both schools.
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All observations were carried on while the children were
following their regularly scheduled daily activities; the child-
ren were not put into an artificial experimental situation
originated merely for the purpose of this research study. Each
of eight groups of children was observed for six hours; thus
the total observation time for the study was forty-eight hours.
Twelve different teachers were observed. One teacher* s re-
actions were recorded at a time according to a prearranged
schedule and no teacher was observed for a second time before
all teachers had been observed once. No data were recorded
unless at least five children were present in the group. The
average number of children present during each observation
period was seven*
The items included in the check list used during the ob-
servations were derived from informal observations made by the
writer previous to the time the research data were collected.
The writer hoped in this way to include only significant forms
of behavior. By using such a check list, the observer *s atten-
tion was continuously directed to the specific types of reac-
tions of the children which were pertinent to the problems under
study. Each category in the check list was defined and also
described through the use of samples, so that anyone might
understand the complete list. The recording method was a simple
one - the observer merely wrote down the numbers of the items
which corresponded to the observed behavior, noting also the
individuals involved in the particular situation and the time
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In order to study the kinds of techniques nursery school
teachers use to develop social behavior from anti-social behav-
ior, the writer observed the reactions of twelve teachers to
the aggressive activities of 85 nursery school children. Any
physical or verbal activity on the part of a child which was
prejudicial to the welfare of the group was considered to be
anti-social behavior during these observations.
The subjects for this study v/ere divided into eight groups,
four in a school. Each group in the philanthropic school had
two teachers, and each group in the private school had one
teacher. Aided by an original check list, the writer made two
sets of three-hour observations in each group. The sequence
of the sixteen observations was arranged ahead of time so no
group was observed a second time before every group had been
observed once. As an observation progressed, the writer
recorded anti-social situations as they occurred, noting the
circumstances which gave rise to the child’s anti- social behav-
ior, the techniques used by the teacher to modify such behavior,
and the effectiveness of these techniques. The data which are
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B. ANT I- SOCIAL SITUATIONS OBSERVEB
Amount of aggression observed .-- In the course of the
sixteen three-hour observation periods, 201 anti-social situa-
tions were observed. The amount of anti- social behavior occur-
ring in each school and in each group is shovm by Table XII.
TABLE XII
ANALYSIS OF CAUSES OF 201 ANTI-SOCIAL SITUATTONS
OCCUBRING IN EIGHT GROUPS OF NURSERY SCHOOL CHILDREN
PHILANTHROPIC SCHOOL PRIVATE SCHOOL
ANTI-SOCIAL MATURE
TESS




BEHAVIOR SITUATION FOURS FOURS THREES THREES
1. Possession of
equipment 7 0 9 1 3 4 5 8 37
2. Use of
equipment 8 13 7 5 2 1 3 6 45
3. Imaginative
play 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 8
4. New child
rejected 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 4
5, Taking turns 0 2 3 0 1 0 6 2 14 i;
6. For teacher’s
attention 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
7. From crowding 2 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 9
8. Teasing, annoying 23 4 5 7 2 4 3 6 54 !
9. Swearing, spit-
|
ting 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2
1
10.Destroy equipment 1 1 , 2 0 0 0 1 0 5
11.Disrupt gr.
activity 4 3 6 1 1 2 1 4 22 1
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One-hundred tvi^enty- three cases or 6l^ of the aggression
took place in the philanthropic school, and 78 cases or 59/^
the private school. The range in the total number of aggres-
sive acts recorded per group vms wide, the difference being 52
cases in the more mature four—year group of the philanthropic
school and 10 cases in the four—year group of the private
school.
In the philanthropic school, the amount of aggression
recorded decreased with decrease in age: the oldest group, the
more mature four—year group, was the most aggressive and the
youngest group, the two-year group, was the least aggressive.
In the private school, on the other hand, the amount of aggres-
sion recorded increased with decrease in age: the fou 2>-year
group was the least aggressive and the two-year group was the
most aggressive. However, the two-year group in the private
school did not reach the level of the oldest group in the phil-
anthropic school, which had almost twice as many aggressive
acts
.
The mean number of aggressive acts per observation in the
philanthropic school was I 5 with a range of 10 to 50 * mean
number of aggressive acts per observation in the private school
was almost 10 with a range of 2 to 19* The number of aggres-
sive acts occurring during each observation is shovm by Table A
in the Appendix.
Altogether, 6l children of the 85 observed made some
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anti-social score, 52 children in the philanthropic school and
29 in the private school. Of these, ^8 or 62% were hoys, and
23 or ^ 8% were girls. Since ^6 of the 6l children made a score
of only 1 or 2, 25 children in the two schools accounted for
156 of the aggressions.
The child who ranked first in initiation of anti- social
situations was, as might have been guessed from Table XII, in
the more mature group of the philanthropic school. This child
was responsible for 2l\. cases of aggression. The child who
scored second with only 12 cases was also in the philanthropic
school, but in the three—year group. Tv/o children ranked third
with a score of 9# 'two children had a score of 8. Of these
latter four children, two were in the same group in the philan-
thropic school with the boy v/ho initiated the greatest number
of aggressive acts, and two were in the two-year group in the
private nursery school. All of these children were boys. The
highest score for the girls was 6. The two girls who made this
score were in the less mature three—year group in the private
nursery school.
Kinds of aggression observed .-- In this observational stuc^,
all eleven anti-social situations enumerated on the v^rriter’s
check list were used by the children. (See Table XII for fre-
quency of each situation, and Chapter II, Section D, for a more
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Conflicts were started most frequently by Situation No. 8
on the check list, "teasing and annoying". Typical ejxamples of
this kind of behavior are, "Ruth shoves Anthony against the
punching bag", "Patricia scratches Peter’s face", "Eddie H
sits on Paul". This situation was used on 5^ occasions or 2.’J%
of the time. It was used in the mature four—year group in the
philanthropic school different times, which was by far the
highest single method of aggression for any one group. The
mode of aggression used next most frequently by a single group,
and also by the two schools as a whole, was Situation No. 2,
"conflict over use of equipment", with I5 instances in the less
mature four—year group in the philanthropic school, and I|.5
instances for all groups. "Eddie H knocks down Irene’s block
building", "Joanna paints on Anne’s picture", will suggest
what kind of anti-social behavior occurred 22^ of the time.
The third anti- social situation most often encountered was
No. 1, "conflict over possession of equipment", with a frequen-
cy of 37 18^. The two schools were about equal in number
of times this situation appeared. Samples from the observa-
tion data are "Michael grabs Susie’s spoon", "Joe pushes Jerry
Hi from rocking hcrse", "Eddie R won’t let Viola have a dress".
Thus just three different kinds of aggression account for I36
cases or 67^ of the total 201 anti-social behavior situations.
Situation No. 11, "disrupts group activity", came fourth
on the list with 22 occurrences. Such items as "During resting
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time, Lilita gives a noisy demonstration of a horse stamping'’,
and "George L demands that the group stop rhythms so he can
jump from the stairs" will show how an individual can distract
the group. Considering the small proportion of the day which
was spent in group activities during the observation tim.e
certainly not more than half an hour out of the total three
hours this seems like rather a high number of instances.
It would be interesting to discover whether the nursery school
child does initiate more anti-social behavior during group
activity than he does in the undirected play period.
The remaining seven anti- social situations v^ere used less
frequently. Situation No. "conflict over taking turns",
appeared in the data 1I4. times; Situation No. 7> "conflict
arising from crov;ding", v;as used 9 times; and Situation No.
"conflict over the course of Imaginative play", 8 times. The
other four possible situations. No. !{., "new child enters group
and is rejected by the group". No. 6, "conflict over rivalry
for the teacher’s attention". No. 9^ "swearing and spitting",
and No. 10, "destruction of equipment", were all used five
times or less.
Thus for the children in these two nursery schools, in
spite of the differences inherent in their backgrounds and in
the school set-up, the same kinds of anti- social situations
prevail. The same situations were used repeatedly in both
»
schools; the same situations were used seldom in both schools.
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C. TEGHMIQUES USED BY TEACHERS TO REDIRECT
ANT I- SOCIAL BEHAVIOR
During the course of these sixteen observations, the writer
noted the various techniques used by teachers in working with
the aggressive child in the nursery school, in order to dis-
cover what approaches teachers employ most frequently.
As explained in Chapter II, Section D, the writer felt
that there were three general kinds of approaches by which
teachers attempt to change the child’s aggressive conduct into
socially recognized channels. If the teacher resorts to an
obstructing approach, she not only abruptly stops the young
child in the middle of an act, but she blocks the satisfaction
of the drive vi/hich originated the particular anti-social behav-
ior. On the other hand, if the teacher's approach is one of
re canalizing the drive of the child, she does not obstruct the
satisfaction of this motivating drive; instead she encourages
the child to use his energies tov;ard the same goal but in a
social manner. If the teacher's approach is one neither of
obstructing nor of recanalizing the drive of the child, it is an
appeasing approach. The teacher does not interfere with the
child's behavior unless to encourage his activity. Thus the
drive of the child is satisfied but through social^ unacceptable
conduct
.
The twelve teachers observed met anti-social situations
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to which the teachers made some overt reaction. Table XIII
shows the techniques by which twelve teachers in two nursery
I
schools attempted to change anti-social behavior into social
j
I
behavior. In Chapter II, Section D.
,
there is a complete




SUMMARY OF TECHNIQUES USED BY T7/ELVE NURSERY SCHOOL TEACHERS




TECHNIQUES PHILANTHROPIC TEACHER,S PRIVATE TEACHERS TOTALS
1j
:|
Obstructs W X Y Z S T u V A B C D
I
l'
1. 4 2 0 0 1 1 2 1 7 1 O 3 22
I'
E. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 3
5. 4 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 10 |l
4. 9 7 3 0 0 3 2 3 5 0 8 3 43 tl
6 4 1 0 1 4 2 2 6 3 4 3 36




7. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 5
8. 1 4 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 11
9. 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 1 0 9
10. 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 11
TOTAL 36
Appeases
11. 5 2 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 13
i
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 6
TOTAL 19
TOTAL FOR EACH
TEACHER 45 25 9 6 6 14 8 10 30 7 25 16
201
The teachers tried an obstructing approach l\\.G times out
of a possible 201 times. Teachers in the philanthropic school
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used It 89 times and teachers in the private school 57 times.
Of the six obstructing approaches, three only were used for 111
of the total 1I4.6 times. Teacher Response No. I4., ’’states rule
or gives order”, v;as recorded I4.5 times; Response No. 5 > ’’admon-
ishes or disapproves”, was recorded 5^ times; and Response No.
6, ’’interprets standpoint of victim to aggressor”, Vi^as recorded
52 times.
A recanalizing approach was used 3^ times altogether, I9
in the philanthropic school and 17 in the private school. Each
individual response was made about an equal number of times.
Teacher Response No. 8, ’’modifies use of equipment”, and No. 10
,
’’supplies new similar equipment”, were both used 11 times.
Response No. 9 > ’’suggests reconciliation of claims”, appeared 9
times in the records although Response No. 7 > ’’suggests accept-
able outlet for aggression”, appeared only 5 times.
On 15 occasions in the philanthropic school and Ij. in the
private school, the appeasing approach was used. The Response
No. 11
,
’’tolerates situation”, was used I3 times altogether
and No. 12
,
’’supports aggressor”, was used 6 times.
Thus, to handle 73^ of the aggression in their two nursery
schools, twelve teachers used an obstructing approach; to
handle l8^ of the aggression, they used a recanalizing approach;
and to handle of the aggression, they used an appeasing
approach.
Table A in the Appendix shows what techniques were used
during each of the sixteen observations and Table B in the
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Appendix shows which techniques each teacher used during the
total observation time.
D. EFFECTIVENESS OF TEACHER TECHNIQUES
In making these observations of techniques used by nurs-
ery school teachers to change anti-social behavior into social
behavior, the writer was hoping to come to some conclusions as
to which techniques were the more effective in helping child-
ren to learn to make socialized reactions.
General results. — Of the 201 times which the twelve
teachers in the two nursery schools attempted to change anti-
social behavior into social behavior, they succeeded in I38
instances and failed in 63 instances. Thus, in 69^ of the
TABLE XIV
EFFECTIVENESS OF TWELVE TEACHER TECHNIQUES USED
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TOTAL OUTCOME 63 1S8 201
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1
cases where a teacher interfered, by no matter what method,
the behavior of the child was changed by that interference
into socially acceptable behavior. In the remaining '^1% of
the cases, the anti-social aspects of the situation prevailed.
Table XIV gives a summary of the effectiveness of each of
these techniques.
In the philanthropic school, 79 aggressive cases or Ghr%
were changed into social situations, and [jJi cases or con-
tinued as anti-social after the teacher had intervened. In
the private school, teachers were successful in 59 cases or
76^, and unsuccessful in I9 cases or 2l\.% of the time. Table B
in the Appendix shows the effectiveness of the techniques as
used by each teacher in the two nursery schools.
The writer had noted four possible types of outcomes to
any situation where the teacher had reacted. If the behavior
of the child was still anti-social in spite of the teacher’s
intervention, two things might have happened. Either the
child continued in the same specific aggressive act, or he
initiated a nev/ type of anti-social behavior. This latter
behavior might occur, for instance, when the teacher took away
a piece of equipment which was causing the difficulty. There
were noted, likewise, tvio ways in which an anti- social situa-
tion might become a social one. In some instances, the child’s
behavior was turned to social wa.js in the same situation or
with the same equipment; on other occasions he would wander to
another area and there begin new social play.
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Table XXV shows how the anti- social behavior was resolved
after the teacher had reacted. Outcome No. 1 indicates that
the anti- social behavior continued as before; Outcome No. 5
indicates that a new kind of anti- social behavior v/as initiated
Outcome No. 2 Indicates that social behavior developed out of
the original anti-social situation; Outcome No. ij. indicates
that the child left the original anti-social situation and
started social behavior elsewhere.
Of the 158 successes in which the teachers in both schools
took part, 52 of these were where the child’s behavior changed
into social behavior in the same situation in which the anti-
social behavior had originated; and 86 of these were where the
child left the original situation and began social play else-
where. In the philanthropic school, behavior became social in
the same situation in 5^ cases and social behavior developed
in a new situation in I|.5 cases. In the private school, social
behavior developed out of the original anti-social situation
in 18 cases and new social behavior arose in lj.1 cases.
Of the 65 failures in which the teachers in both schools
took part, ^6 of these were where the same anti- social behavior
continued and 27 where new anti- social behavior was initiated.
In the philanthropic school, the original anti-social behavior
was not changed in 26 cases after the teacher had interfered;
new anti-social behavior developed in 18 cases. In the private
school, the original anti-social behavior was unchanged 10
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times and new anti- social behavior developed 9 times.
Table A in the Appendix summarizes the effectiveness of
the various techniques used during the l6 observations. Table
B summarizes the techniques used successfully and unsuccess-
fully by each teacher in the tv/o nursery schools.
Outcome of anti- social situation from obstructing
approach .-- Of the li|.6 times when the twelve teachers used an
obstructing approach to handle aggression, 9^ situations ended
in social behavior on the part of the child and 55 ^ anti-
social behavior. Thus the obstructing approach was successful
62^ of the time and unsuccessful ^8^ of the time.
Teacher Response No. 1, "removes child from situation",
was used to develop social behavior from anti-social behavior
22 times, 15 times with success and 7 times without success.
Response No. 2, "removes equipment", always resulted in social
behavior, but it vms tried only three times. Response No. 5>
"suggests unrelated activity", was successful 5 times, just
half of the time it was used. Response No. I4., "states rule or
gives order", accounted for 25 changes of anti-social to social
behavior; I8 times the behavior remained anti-social. Response
No. 5> "admonishes or disapproves", was used ^6 times and re-
sulted in 2I4. social situations. Response No. 6, "interprets
standpoint of victim to aggressor", brought about I9 successes
and 15 failures.
Thus the obstructing approach is successful nearly two-
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thirds of the time. Response No. 1 was the technique most
often bringing about success of those that had been used often;
68^ of the time it worked.
Outcome of anti-social situations from recanalizing
approach .-- The re canalizing approach changed the child’s
aggressive behavior to social ways 52 out of the 5^ times it
was used. Eleven of the twelve teachers tried this approach
and three used it five times. Each of four teachers experi-
enced one failure. Each of the five times Response No. 7>
’’suggests acceptable outlet for aggression”, was used, the be-
havior turned into social behavior. Response No. 10, ’’supplies
new similar equipment”, tried 11 times, v/as successful for 10
of those times. Response No. 8, ’’modifies use of equipment”,
was also used 11 times but two of these attempts were unsuccess
ful in developing social behavior. Response No. 9> ’’suggests
reconciliation of claims”, was successful 8 out of 9 times.
Thus, for 89^ of the cases where the recanalizing approach
was used, it was successful in developing a social situation
from an anti-social one. Yet the teachers used this approach
only 18^ of the time they were under observation. Because of
the small number of times each of these responses was used, it
is hard to tell which is the most effective.
Outcome of anti- social situations from appeasing
approach . -- The appeasing approach was used by teachers only
19 times. In view of its nature, it is not surprising that I 5
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of these trials were successful in developing social behavior
from the child’s initial anti-social reaction. Nine of the
twelve teachers used this method, five of them only once.
Teacher Response No. 11, "tolerates situation", was suc-
cessful 9 times out of 13- Response No. 12, "supports aggres-
sor", was successful each of the six times it was used.
When the appeasing approach was used by teachers to handle
anti-social situations, 79^ of* time it was immediately ef-
fective. It is interesting to note that although with this
kind of approach the teacher does not overtly interfere in the
situation, or if she does she only aids the aggressor, yet this
technique did not bring about as high a percentage of successes
as did the recanalizing approach.
TABLE XV
SmMARY OF EFFECTIVENESS OF TECHNIQUES AS
USED ON EACH GROUP OF CHILDREN
TECHNIQUE
OBSTRUCT RECANALIZE APPEASE TOTALS
Social A-S Social A-S Social A-S
Philanthropic School
Mature 4—yr group 19 17 7 1 6 2 52
Less mature 4—yr gr. 11 7 3 1 1 1 24
Three -year group 15 7 6 0 4 0 32
Tv/o-year group
_6 _7 1 0 0 1 15
TOTALS 51 38 17 2 11 4 123
Private School
Four-year group 8 0 2 0 0 0 10
Mature 3-yr group 6 2 3 0 1 0 12
Less mature 3-yr. gr 12 15 4 1 1 0 23
Two-year group li 10 _6 1 2 n
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Outcome for each group .-- The eight groups of children
which were observed varied in the number of anti- social situa-
tions initiated, and they varied somewhat in the responses
made to the teacher techniques. Table XV shows the number of
anti- social situations occurring in each group during the total
observation period, and also shows the effectiveness of the
techniques which the twelve teachers employed in an attempt to
change each situation to a social one.
In the more mature four—year group of the philanthropic
school, 52 anti-social situations v/ere observed. Of these,
52 were directed into social channels and 20 were not. The
obstructing approach accounted for 59^ of the successes, the
recanalizing approach for 22^ and the appeasing approach for
19^« The obstructing approach accounted for of the fail-
ures, the recanalizing approach for 5^ of the failures and the
appeasing approach for 10^ of the failures. In the less mature
four-year group in the philanthropic school, there were 2 )4.
anti- social situations of which I5 were changed to social situ-
ations by the teacher interference. Of the successes, 73^
were from the obstructing approach, 20^ from the recanalizing
approach and 7^ from the appeasing approach. Of the failures,
78^ were from the obstructing approach, 11^ from the re canaliz-
ing approach and 11^ from the appeasing approach.
In the three -year group in the philanthropic school, ^2
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were changed into social behavior, 60^ by the obstructing
approach, by the recanalizing approach and l 6^ by the ap-
peasing approach. All cases of continuing anti- social behavior
in this group came from the use of the obstructing approach.
In the tvifo-year group in the philanthropic school, there were
15 anti-social situations of which seven developed into social
situations. The obstructing approach was used successfully in
86^ of the cases, the recanalizing approach in of the cases,
Of the failures, were from the obstructing approach and
12§^ from the appeasing approach. There were no failures from
the re canalizing approach.
In the private nursery school in the four-year group, only
ten anti-social situations were observed and all of them devel-
oped into social behavior after the teacher had Interfered.
Eighty per cent of the successes were gained with the obstruct-
ing approach and 20^ with the recanalizing approach. The ma-
ture three-year group in this school engaged in 12 anti-social
situations, of which 10 were resolved into social behavior.
Sixty per cent were changed through the obstructing approach,
30^ through the re canalizing approach and 10^ through the
appeasing approach. The two cases of anti-social behavior
which remained so had been approached with the obstructing
method
.
For the less mature three-year group in the private nurs-
-98
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becoming social, 'JVfo through the obstructing approach, 2^^
through the re canalizing approach and Gfo through the appeasing
approach. Of the cases remaining anti- social, 9W were the
result of the obstructing approach and 6^ the result of the
recanalizing approach. In the final group in this school, the
two-year group, there were 55 anti-social situations and 22 of
these developed into social behavior. The obstructing approach
was used successfully 6i|.^ of the time, the recanalizing approact
27^ of the time, and the appeasing approach. of the time.
Of the situations which continued anti-social, the obstructing
approach had been used of the time and the recanalizing
approach of the time.
Thus in the two nursery schools where the observations
were held, 87^ of the 65 failures occurred when the obstructing
approach had been used by the teacher, when the recanalizing
approach had been used, and 6,^ when the appeasing approach had
been used.
Outcome during free play and group activitie s.-- During
the observations, many more anti-social situations were noted
in free play periods than were noted in group activity periods.
As explained elsewhere, this is to be expected since much more
of the time in nursery school is spent in free play. V/hlle the
children were engaged in undirected play, 157 aggressive acts
took place, and while they were engaged in group activities,
I}!}, aggressive acts took place. Table XVI shows the number of
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used by teachers to
1
redirect the child ’s behavior. and the
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effectiveness of each of the techniques.
II In the philanthropic school during free play, there were :i
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93 aggressive acts. Teachers used the obstructing approach i
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614. times, and of the time it was successful. Teachers used
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a recanalizing approach I8 times with success 89^ of the time, ij
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The appeasing approach was used 11 timss with 8l^ success.
In the private school during free play, there were 6i^
anti- social behavior situations. The obstructing approach was
used [|.5 times to combat aggression, successfully 79^ the
time. The recanalizing approach, used I7 times, was successful
in 88^ of the cases. The appeasing approach was tried four
times and was successful each time.
During group activity in the philanthropic school, there
were aggressive acts. An obstructing approach was used 26
times and 6l^ of these cases came out social . The one time the
recanalizing approach was used, it too was successful. The
appeasing approach was used four times, with tvio successes and
two failures.
During group activity in the private school, there were
15 anti-social behavior situations. Teachers used the obstruct
ing approach I3 times and were successful only 14.6^ of the tirae^
No teachers used the recanalizing approach nor the appeasing
approach during group activities in this school.
Therefore all of these teacher approaches seem to be
more effective for use during free play activity. The cases
of anti-social behavior during group activity was so few, it
is impossible to come to conclusions as to the best methods
for developing social behavior out of anti-social behavior
under those circumstances.
Long range effectiveness of teacher techniques .-- V/hen
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nursery school teachers look for techniques they might use to
help the young child in the socialization process, they are
interested in more than the immediate effect of such techniques
The technique which keeps the child from anti- social behavior
for the longer period of time is a better one than that which
keeps the child from anti- social behavior for only minutes
(assuming that the technique is not harmful to the child).
The writer hoped to arrive at some conclusions as to the most
effective long range techniques from her observations. However,
no one child vms handled with all the three possible approaches
on any one day, so it was Impossible for the writer to analyze
the data from this point of view.
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The purpose of this study was to discover the various
i
techniques used by teachers in two nursery schools to redirect
the aggressive behavior of the children into socially accept-
able channels; and to evaluate the relative effectiveness of
the various techniques which these teachers employ.
Observations of techniques used by teachers to develop
social from anti- social behavior were carried on in a philan-
thropic.nursery school with an enrollment of 1^6 children and in
a private cooperative nursery school with an enrollment of 59
children. The children in the philanthropic school were
divided into four groups: a mature four-year group, a less
mature four—year group, a three-year group and a two-year group.
The children in the private school were divided into a four—
year group, a three—year group, a less mature three—year group
and a tv/o—year group. All groups in the philanthropic school
had a teacher and a student-teacher ; all groups in the private
school had one teacher. Each group was observed according to
a prearranged schedule for three hours on two different days.
Sixteen observations were made, ei^t in each school. The
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observation was seven, but usually there were more.
In order to make the observations as objective as possible
the writer had originated a check list of the behavior to be
observed. During the course of each observation, a record was
made of the numbers v/hich corresponded to the behavior noted,
the names of the children and teachers involved and the time at
which the reaction took place. When the observations were com-
pleted, the data were analyzed according to the classifications
under which they had been collected; no changes were made in
any of the classifications. The data collected from these
observations furnished the basis for this study.
>
B. CONCLUSIONS
There were 201 instances of anti-social behavior observed,
6l^ of which took place in the philanthropic school and 59^
which took place in the private school. During a three-hour
observation, there was an average of 15 aggressive acts in the
philanthropic school as opposed to an average of just under 10
such acts in the private school. In the philanthropic nursery
school, 52 aggressive acts were recorded for the more mature
four—year group, 2I4. such acts for the less mature four—year
group, 52 acts for the three -year group and I 5 for the two-year
group. In the private cooperative nursery school, 10 aggressive
acts were recorded for the four-year group, 12 such acts for the
more mature three-year group, 23 acts for the less mature three—
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year group and 55 acts for the two-year group. Of the total
aggressors, 62^ were hoys and ^ 8^ were girls; the highest
^ boy’s score was 2l(. and the highest girl’s score was 6 . Of the
85 children who were observed, 6 l initiated at least one agres-'
sive act.
Eleven different kinds of anti-social behavior were
observed. Just three kinds of situations account for 67^ of
the conflicts: teasing and annoying, conflict over use of
equipment and conflict over possession of equipment. Anti-
social behavior situations which were frequent in one group
were frequent in all groups.
Twelve teachers :ji two different nursery schools used an
obstructing approach 75^ of* time to combat anti- social
behavior, a re canalizing approach l 8^ of the time and an
appeasing approach 9 /^ of the time.
The obstructing approach was successful for all teachers
62^ of the time and unsuccessful of the time. The re-
canalizing approach was successful 89^ of the time and unsuc-
cessful 11^ of the time. The appeasing approach was successful
79^ of the time and unsuccessful 21^ of the time.
In 51^ of the cases where teachers interfered in an anti-
social situation, they were unsuccessful in developing social
4^ behavior in that situation. In 87^ of the cases where the
teacher failed, she had used an obstructing approach; in 6^
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6^ of the cases, she had used an appeasing approach.
All teacher approaches to anti-social behavior seemed to
work more effectively when the children were engaged in un-
directed play than when they were engaged in group activities.
However, there were too few cases of aggression during group
activities to conclude as to which methods were most effective
for use then.
There were not sufficient data to come to any conclusions
as to the long range effectiveness of these twelve teacher
techniques and three teacher approaches.
C. EVALUATION OP TEACHER TECHNIQUES
It would seem from the observational study reported in the
preceding chapters, if the data are reliable, that the re canal-
izing approach is the most effective one for teachers in nursery
schools to use when attempting to redirect anti-social behavior
into social channels.
The re canalizing approach was the most adequate one from
the teachers’ point of view. When used by twelve teachers in
two nursery schools, 89^ of the time it brought about social
behavior on the part of the child; of all the failures in
developing social behavior encountered by the twelve teachers,
the recanalizing approach was responsible for only 6^. These
figures seem all the more significant when one realizes that
the research data were gathered in two nursery schools v;hich
were similar in general aims but unsimilar in physical set-up.
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in the kinds of children enrolled and in the personalities of
the teachers involved. The teachers differed not only in per-
sonality but also in the amount of experience they had had in
nursery school work. The re canalizing approach was the most
successful one even for those students who were in the middle
of their first year of practice-teaching in nursery schools.
The recanalizing approach was also the most adequate one
from the point of view of the child. When this approach was
used, the child was able to continue in the desired activity
with the same or similar equipment; thus the drive which had
motivated his original anti-social behavior was satisfied.
Moreover, the child had further security in the knowledge that
his new behavior was approved by those adults present.
Of the three teacher approaches examined in this research
study, the obstructing approach was the least successful. Only
in ^2% of the cases where it was used did this approach change
the child’s anti-social behavior into social behavior; in
addition, this approach accounted for 87^ of the failures. Yet
every teacher but one tried this approach more often than the
other two approaches put together I The obstructing approach is,
furthermore, a less happy choice for the child since with its
use, he is unable to take part in the activity which he desires,
and the drive which motivated his particular behavior is left
unsatisfied.
The third and final teacher approach, the appeasing
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approach, was almost as effective as the recanalizing approach
in developing social behavior from anti- social behavior. V«hen
it v/as used by the teachers, 79^ the time the child’s behav-
ior v/as directed into social channels. Of the total failures
of all teachers, only resulted when the appeasing approach
had been used. This approach v/as used least by all of the
teachers. Although this approach brings about social behavior
more often than not, it is a less desirable method for nursery
school teachers. Children in nursery school should be allowed
to solve their own problems but the situation is usually inad-
equately worked out without some teacher interference when
anti-social behavior is involved. YJhen the appeasing approach
is used, the child enjoys the satisfaction of his drive, but
he lacks the satisfaction which Accompanies completely social
behavior.
D. IMPLICATIONS FOR NURSERY SCHOOL TEACHERS
One of the primary alms for any teacher in a nursery
school is to help each child use socially approved behavior in
all situations. Thus a nursery school teacher should know what
kinds of social reactions she can expect from children of
various ages and from various backgrounds. She also should be
familiar with the kinds of drives which motivate children to
anti- social behavior. To this kno’wledge, she adds an under-
standing of the several teacher techniques so that she is able
to handle each anti-social situation as it appears with results
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desirable both to her and to the child
The conclusion to be derived from this study is that a
re canalizing approach is the most adequate one from the point
of view of the teacher and from the point of view of the child.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
A. ON AGGRESSION IN NURSERY SCHOOLS
1. A study to discover the relationship between amount of
aggression in a group and the physical set-up of the nurs
ery school, considering space per child both indoors and
outdoors, and the kinds of equipment and play materials
available
.
2. A study to compare the kinds of aggression engaged in by
nursery school children from higher and from lower socio-
economic backgrounds.
3 . A study to compare aggression in an all-day school with
aggression in a half-day school.
ij.. A study to compare aggression during free play activity
v/ith aggression during group activity.
5* A study to compare aggression in a nursery school group
where the children are similar in race and cultural back-
ground v/ith a group v/here the children are dissimilar in
race and cultural background.
6. A study of the effect made by a highly aggressive child
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B. ON TEACHER TECHNIQUES IN NURSERY SCHOOL
1. A study to discover teacher techniques which have long
range effectiveness in changing anti-social behavior into
social behavior.
2. A study to discover the relationship between teacher per-
sonality and effectiveness of teacher techniques.
3. A study to discover v/hether one teacher or several should
handle a highly aggressive nursery school child.
ij.. A study to discover which teacher techniques are the most
effective for each age group.
5. A study to compare the amount of aggression in a rigidly
controlled nursery school group with aggression in ‘a "fairly
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7 5 12 4 0 4 1 1 2 18
I
1
2 , 9 4 13 1 0 1 1 0 1 15
3. 9 4 13 2 1 3 2 0 2 18
4. 2 1 3 2 0 2 0 0 0 5
5. 3 5 8 0 0 0 1 1 2 10
6. 6 3 9 6 0 6 0 0 0 15
6 1 7 4 0 4 1 0 1 12
8. 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 2
9. 11 11 22 2 1 3 3 2 5 30
HO • 4 1 5 1 0 1 1 0 1 7
11. 3 4 7 2 0 2 1 0 1 10
12. 5 0 5 1 0 1 0 0 0 6
!
13. 4 5 9 2 0 2 1 0 1 12
14. 7 7 14 2 2 4 1 0 1 19
15. 8 3 11 1 0 1 1 0 1 13
! 16. 6 1 7 2 0 2 0 0 0 9
TOTAL 146 36 19 201
* Observations with odd numbers took place in the philanthropic school,
i
' Observations with even numbers took place in private school. II
j











SIMT^ABY OF EFFECTIVENESS OF TECHNIQUES








S AS D A-S S A-S
W 17 14 5 1 6 2 45
X 10 9 3 1 1 1 25
Y 4 3 1 0 1 0 9
Z 1 1 2 0 2 0 6
S 3 1 2 0 0 0 6
T 6 5 2 0 0 1 14
U 4 4 0 0 0 0 8
V 6 1 2 0 1 0 10
TOTALS 51 38 17 2 11 4 123
TEACHER -
PRIVATE
A 21 2 5 0 2 0 30
B 4 1 2 0 0 0 7
C 12 6 5 1 1 0 25
D 3 8 3 1 1 0 16
TOTALS 40 17 15 2 4 0 78
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